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The Class of 1988
dedicates this yearbook to
the memory of our friend and
classmate, Clifford Glenn
Dorf. His desire and
determination coupled with
his kind, gentle manner
would have made him a fine
osteopathic physician. We
share his loss with family and
friends but feel that his spirit
lives on in the hearts of
those he touched.
The Class of 1988
Clifford Glenn Dorf
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DOCTORS
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The doctors should fear
...i^Harrogance
more than cardiac arrest. k
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and some are. m -^ ^n^
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The anatomy i-)epartment In Department feud'
WHAT'S SO FUNMY ABOUT MEDICAL SCHOOL?
How about . . .
... a PhD department chairman who can't oper-
ate a two button control
. . . 'grucose to pyluvate, buh isteah, go to
grucose sees phophate tru udder patway . . . ees
so eee-zee
"
... all of those sage sayings from V.T. Cipolla
. . . BUM BUL BUM
. . . "Weeelll, since you can't read the X-Ray,
maybe you can sing us a song"
.
.
. 'I'm sorry, but if your parents can afford two
meals five days a week and you own a bicycle,
you don't qualify for financial aid, "
tmmmwmimmu
irst There
Was Band-Aid/
Then Live-Aid,
And Now . . .
Financial
Aid
"B-B-B-Bad to the bone, B-B-B-B-B-Baad . . . bad to the bone.'
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"In the matter of Physical Diagnosis, greed is
not a sin; it is a virtue. There can never be
enough hearts and lungs to teach a Doctor his
business. Do not rely upon the x-ray machine,
the electrocardiograph, or the laboratory to tell
you what your hands, eyes, and ears can find
out, lest your senses atrophy from disease. The
machine does not exist that can take the place
of a divining physician. The physical examina-
tion affords the opportunity to touch your pa-
tient. It gives the patient the opportunity to be
touched by you. In this exchange, messages are
sent from one to the other that, if your examina-
tion is performed with honesty and humility, will
cause the divining powers of the Augurs to be
passed on > you - their last heir."
From
Letters To A Young Doctor
by Richard Selzer
:7^'


TtlE STETHOSCOPE
Through it
over young women's abdomens tense,
I have heard the sound of creation
and. In a dead mans chest, the silence
before creation began.
Should I
pray therefore? Hold this instrument in awe
and aloft a procession of banners?
Hang this thing in the interior
of a cold, mushroom-dark church?
Should I
kneel before it, chant an apophthegm
from a small text? Mimic priest or rabbi,
the swaying noises of religious men?
Meverl Yet I could praise it.
I should
by doing so celebrate my own ears,
by praising them praise speech at midnight
when men become philosophers;
laughter of the sane and insane,
. . night cries
of IriJured creatures, wide-eyed or blind;
moonlight sonatas on a needle;
lovers with doves In their throats; the wind
traveling from where it began.
- Dannie Abse
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CLiniC DICTIONARY:
BAD BLOOD: Hypertension
HIGH BLOOD: Hypertension
LOW BLOOD: Anemia
TRICKY PriEUNOniA: Tricliomonas
AMBIOTIC: Antibiotic
ASMA: Asthma
PEAMUT BUTTER BALL: Phenobarbitol
CONTAinm' WATER: Edema
MAMMY-O-QRAM: Mammogram
TUBALATIOM: Tubal Ligation
Pain Work-Up
Tell me about the pain.
Is it sharp or dull?
What brings it on?
What makes It go away?
Does aspirin seem to help?
Does It feel better after eating?
Can you tolerate greasy foods?
Does It get relieved when you lie down?
Is It worse in the morning or evening?
Put your finger on the spot that hurts most.
Does It come and go or Is the pain constant?
Does It radiate through to your back or shoulder?
Does it crumple you in half when the pain comes?
Do you feel like a small animal is nibbling inside you?
Do you wake in the morning crovmed with a halo of
pain?
Have you come to depend on the pain to keep you alive?
Do you remember a time before birth when
the rhythm of the universe was your second heart beat?
Do you remember how green the grass used to be?
Do you remember a time when you remembered no
pain?
When you were young did you torture animals?
Were you faithful to your first lover?
Are you afraid of the darkness?
Tell me about the pain?
Is it sharp or dull?
- Jeremy Nobel
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Don't make me begl The World According to D.O. Cuscela
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ADMiniSTRATIOM
J. Peter Tilley, D.O.
PRESIDENT
Joseph A. Dieterle,
D.O.
DEAN
Tage n. Kvist Ph.D.
ASSISTANT DEAN FOR
BASIC SCIENCES
Domenic A. Debias,
Ph.D.
FORMER ASSISTANT
DEAN FOR BASIC
SCIENCES
Robert Berger, D.O.
ASSISTANT DEAN FOR
CLINICAL EDUCATION
Carol A. Fox
DIRECTOR OF
ADMISSIONS AND
STUDENT AFFAIRS
Richard Tomlinson
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF
ADMISSIONS AND
STUDENT AFFAIRS
Robert Q. Cuzzolino
FORMER ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR OF
ADMISSIONS AND
STUDENT AFFAIRS
mJ. Sydney Hoffman
CHAIRMAn, OFiCP BOARD
OF TRUSTEES
Daniel L. Wisely,
D.O.
DIRECTOR OF MEDICAL
EDUCATIOn
Fainnan L.
Denlinger, D.O.
DIRECTOR OF
CORPORATE HEALTH
SERVICES
Shanker H. Vyas
DIRECTOR OF LIBRARY
SCIEnCES
Hale T. Peffall, Jr.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
ALUMFil RELATIONS
Virginia Qavigan
DIRECTOR OF FiriANCIAL
AID
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AnATOMY
Tage Pi. Kvist, Ph.D.
CHAIRMAN
Vincent T. CipoUa, D.O.
FORMER CHAIRMAM
Michael F. Shank, D.O
Robert riiewenhuis, Ph.D
Richard Motzold, Ph.D.
Frank Buttery
1937-1987
m MEMORIUM
riOT SHOWM:
RICHARD KRIEBEL, PH.D.
PATRICK M. COUQHLin
BIOCHEMISTRY
Raymond E. Knauff, Ph.D.
CHAlRMAn
Jo Anne Q. Pieringer, Ph.D.
Yu Chen Lin, Ph.D.
Mervyn H. Kline, Ph.D.
Micliael H. Davis, Ph.D.
MICROBIOLOGY
liicholas Burdash, Ph.D.
CHAIRMAn
Jere M. Boyer, Ph.D.
FORMER CHAIRMAN
Gary Cashon, Ph.D.
Bruno Bromide, Ph.D.
Charles M. Bendas, Ph.D.
MOT SHOWri:
LAWREFiCE D' AMTOrilO, PH.D.
JOHN LOHR, PH.D.
PHYSIOLOGY/PHARMACOLOGY
Domenic A. DeBias, Ph.D.
CHAIRMAn
M.H.F. Friedman, Ph.D.
Charlotte H. Green, Ph.D.
Henry Hitner, Ph.D.
Michael Mahalik, Ph.D.
Susan Miska, Ph.D.
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Walter Prozialeck, Ph.D.
Leonard S. Rubin, Ph.D.
OSTEOPATHIC PRINCIPLES
AMD PRACTICES
Alexander S. Nicholas, D.O.
CHAIRMAPi
nicholas S. Nicholas, D.O.
FORMER CHAIRMAn
David Heilig, D.O.
Katherine M. England, D.O.
Walter Ehrenfeuchter, D.O.
Philip Bell, D.O.
Abraham Zellis, D.O.
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PATHOLOGY
John J. Femandes, D.O.
CHAIRMAM
Dante J. Di Marzio, D.O.
Justice James, D.O.
nOT SHOWPi:
GEORGE HUBACHER, D.O.
JOHM R. ZOriEL, D.O.
QEnERAL PRACTICE
John D. Angeloni, D.O.
CHAIRMAn
Kenneth Veit D.O.
Christine Viola, D.O.
Fete Hedrick, D.O.
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Richard Donnard, D.O.
Stephen Fedec, DO.
George Q. Vermeire, D.O.
Samuel L. Caruso, D.O.
John J. Flaherty, D.O.
Gail Shirley, D.O.
PFIYSICAL MEDICIME AMD
REHABILITATIOM
Silvia Ferretti, D.O.
John Edwards, D.O.
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INTERHAL medicihe
William A. Nickey, D.O.
John Simelaro, D.O.
Albert F. D'Alonzo, D.O.
William H. Dickerson, D.O.
Michael A. Venditto, D.O.
Jeffrey S. Freeman, D.O.
David Bevan, D.O.
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Michael Kirschbaum, D.O.
Eva Sesso, D.O.
Bruce Komberg, D.O.
William J. Qilhool, D.O.
Michael A. Resnick, D.O.
James F. Conroy, D.O.
Edmund T. Carroll, D.O.
Michael Broder, D.O.
Stephen S. Levine, D.O.
Zenia A. Chemyk, D.O.
PSYCHIATRY
Burton Mark, D.O.
CHAIRMAN
Roy n. Pasker, D.O.
FORMER CHAIRMAN
George H. Quest, D.O.
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PEDIATRICS
Carl Qiombetti, D.O.
CMAIRMAn
Robert Berger, D.O.
Steven M. Snyder, D.O.
John Bruno, D.O.
Rosemary Vickers, D.O.
Alice Rogers-Lomax, D.O.
DERMATOLOGY
Walter Willis, D.O.
Herbert Fletman, D.O.
OBSTETRICS AliD
GYNECOLOGY
Michael L. Mansi, D.O.
CHAIRMAN
Emanuel Fliegelman, D.O.
Susan D. Feck, D.O.
Patrick Becher, D.O.
Michael Rochowiak, D.O.
EMERQEnCY MEDICiriE
John W. Becher, D.O.
CHAIRMAFi
Steven J. Parillo, D.O.
nOT SHOWri:
VICTOR SCALI, D.O.
EILEEM M. SiriQER, D.O.
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ANESTHESIOLOGY
John V. Bellis, D.O.
CHAIRMAri
Isadore Lieberman, D.O.
Thomas L. Moy, D.O.
HOT SHOWM:
niCHOLAS CAriUSO, D.O.
MICHAEL MARMELin, D.O.
SURGERY
Daniel L. Wisely, D.O.
CHAIRMAn
Galen S. Young, D.O.
Arthur Sesso, D.O.
Henry A. D'Alonzo, D.O.
nOT SHOWri:
niCHOLAS PEDAnO, D.O.
jonard Finkelstein, D.O.
Samuel Manfrey, D.O.
nOT SHOWM:
LAUREnCE BELKOFF, D.O.
J. Brendan Wynne, D.O.
Conrad Fraider, D.O.
John J. Mc Philemy, D.O.
Jerome A. Greenspan, D.O.
OPHTHALMOLOGY
Donald H. Thome, D.O.
CHAIRMAN
Paul Misischia, D.O.
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RADIOLOGY
Robert L. Meals, D.O.
CHAIRMAN
Henry J. Helak, D.O.
nOT SMOWri:
JOri PETER TILLEY, D.O.
EMT
Theodore P. Mauer, D.O.
Martin S. neifield, D.O.
Ronald Reinhard, D.O.
Robert Qiuliano, D.O.
riEUROLOQY
Joseph S. Lubek, D.O.
CHAIRMAPI
Dennis Graham, D.O.
FORMER CHAIRMAn
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Golf Team
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SYFiAFSIS '88 STAFF
Editor-in-chief: Angela Adeiizzi
Co-Editor-in-chief: Elizabeth Eitzgerald
Section Editors
Color: Laura Qiroski
Didactic Years: Robert Wilkeson
Clinical Years: Jerry Balentine
Seniors: Maria DePolo
Faculty: Karel Keiter/Marie Marcil
Activities: Kathy Campanella/Pam London
Business Manager: Patrick Regan
Photographers: Larry Anderson/John Damiani
Eric Lipnack/Jim MacMillan
Artwork: Paul Chemello
Staff:
Donna Farrell
Cora Goodman
John Knepper
Brian nester
Steven Smaldore
Christine Anderson
MaryAnn Andriole
Kellie Bobbit
Paul Caracappa
Carman Ciervo
Russell Clayton
Patrick Elliot
Special Thanks to:
- Phil Klein for his hard work and endless
ideas
- Mike Durinzi and Carl Wolf Studios
- Carol Fox, Rick Tomlinson, and the
Admissions Office staff
- Walt and Meckie from Corporate
Communications
- Bev Adeiizzi, for all the last minute typing!
Group One
Group Leader:
William Kracht
Group Two
Group Leader:
John Gimpel
Group Three I
Group Leader:
Jerry Balentine
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Group Four
Group Leader:
Robert Kodak
Group Six
Group Leader:
Russell Clayton
Group
Seven
Group Leader:
Eric Lipnack
Group Eight l?l
Group Leader:
John Sierkierka
Group Nine
Group Leader:
John Hamaty
Group Ten
Group Leader:
Joseph OTieill
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Eleven
Group Leader:
Ed Zaloga
Group
Twelve
Group Leader:
Randy Litman
Group
Thirteen
Group Leader:
Christine
Anderson
1987
JUDICIAL CONrreSTANTS
— Sufireme Court nominee
Robert H. Bork was rejected
by the US. Senate, and the
second nominee, Douglas
Ginsburg, withdrew under
fire.
SILVER SAILS— After
defeating Australia to bring
the America's Cup back
home in February, San Diego
skipper Dennis Conner
waves an American flag
while clutching the silver cup
at a parade in his hometown.
WINNING STREAK— West
German Steffi Graf, 17,
displays the French Tennis
Open cup after she defeated
top-seeded American
opponent Martina
Navratilova.
MATERIAL GIRL— With a
movie in the works,
Madonna is still one of the
nation's top entertainers. Her
marriage with actor Sean
Perm puts them both in the
limelight often.
DAZZLING— Whitney
Houston's "Whitney" marks
the first album by a female to
debut at No. 1 on the
Billboard Album Chart. "I
Wanna Dance With
Somebody" and 'So
Emotional" are two of her
number-one hit singles.
VIOLA VICTORY— The
Minnesota Twins beat the St.
Louis Cardinals 4-2 in the
seventh game of the Worid
Series. Frank Viola was
named most valuable player
in the Series.
Photos by WideWorld Photos
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ROUND TWO— Former
Senator Gary Hart (D-Colo.),
with his wife Lee, re-entered
the 1988 presidential race.
Hart withdrew eariier after
reports of a sea cruise with
Doruia Rice caused a scandal.
"LITE" METAL— "Hie top-
selling album of 1987, Bon
Jovi's "Slippery When Wet,"
sold n mijiion copies, the
lai^gest-selling album ever in
the metal category.
TINYHERdNfE—
Eighteen-month-old ^ssica
McQure held on for two and
a half days until rescuers
freed her from the 22-foot
abandoned well in Midland,
HNAL BOW— Fred Astaire,
88, was called the "greatest
dancer in the world." His
innovative, elegant style
graced the screen with many
partners, including Ginger
Rogers and Rita Hayworth.
SHOWBIZ— The
consummate showman,
Liberace, 67, was famous the
world over for glitzing up his
concerts with furs,
rhjnestones and glowing
candelabras.
HOLLYWOOD LEGEND—
Director and actor ]ohn
Houston, 81, acted in 21 films
and directed 41, including
"The Maltese Falcon" and
"Tlie African Queen,"
mm
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"So the years spin by and now the girl is twenty
Though her dreams have lost some grandeur
coming home
There'll be new dreams, maybe better dreams and
plenty
Before the last revolving year is through.
"
To all my friends and family who have touched my
life, I thank you, especially Mom and Dad, whose
love, support, and confidence have carried me - I
LOVE YOU.
L. |i. I'V'^-
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Michael Q. Allison, D.O.
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The great thing in this world is not so much where we
stand, as in which direction we are moving.
Oliver Wendell Holmes
Thanks to my family for their love, support, and un-
derstanding. Without which most of these things I
have accomplished would not have been possible.
i\
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Laurence D. Anderson, D.O.
"Yet those who wait for the Lord will gain new strength; They will
mount up with wings like eagles, They will run and not get tired.
They will walk and not become weary." Isaiah 40:31
Thanks be to Qod for seeing us through this adventure- For Mis
unfailing love and constant presence, and for His Son in whom our
hope rests.
Thanks to our parents- Weston and Marian Anderson
Dr. Fairman and Evelyn Denlinger
For all your support and prayers.
Thanks to the members of our Bible study- Who's friendship and
encouragement helped us survive in Wayne.
But more than anyone that Qod has placed in my life, I want to
thank my partner in life— MAMCY- who believed in me when no one
else did, who laughed with me, who cried with me, and shared it all
with me. For all her hard work and unfailing love. May 1 always be
worthy of it.
How truly blessed I am.
everybody say CHEC5C"
/m
Mary Ann Andriole-
WendeL D.O.
O.
Thank-you to everyone who made this day possible.
Especially to my parents for their unending support
and prayers.
To my entire family for always caring and being there.
To my friends for all the good times.
To Daniel for your constant love.
And to God for allowing it all to be.
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As I reflect on these past four years, I begin to realize
how many people have made this quest possible
which ended in June. God gave me life, the ability to
think, the desire and strength to help others, and the
will to pursue a course with the talents that He has
bestowed on me. My family (Dad, Mom, Fred, Sue,
Keith, Kevin, Grandma's Anthony and Von Hoven)
never ceased in their encouragement of my goal to
become a physician. Sheryl, always knew that the
end would soon come and gave me a wallet card for
inspiration that I carried for these four years which
reads: "Obstacles are what you see when you take
your eyes off the road. " Thank you everyone! I love
you all so much!
... to spend the next four years living at this
house where I studied the details of what it
takes to become a physician."
Thank you frjr the advice, love, and f.arinfj
throughout these years.
Your constant love and support carried us
through hard times.
Thank you for all those care packages and
the love you gave me over these past four
years.
mwmmuummiaamBB
Debra J. Antinello-
Dunleavy, D.O.
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With gratitude I dedicate this page to:
My parents, Veronica and Vincent Attinello. Their example of what
can be accomplished through hard work has been my inspiration
throughout life.
My husband. Bill, loving father who made so many sacrifices while
starting his own practice so that I would succeed.
My husband's parents. Rose and Edward Dunleavy. Their tireless
support sustained me at times when I felt overwhelmed.
Our family friend, Bruce Van Loan. I shared with him my first
thoughts of wanting to be a Physician. Me told me he would help.
Me kept his word.
Without them I would not have been able to complete my educa-
tion while helping to raise our six year old son, Sean, and give
birth to our six month old daughter, Ashley Rose.
I can only say, I love you all.
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Michael F. Avallone Jr.,
D.O.
To Mom and Dad,
Well, I finally did it. Just a note of thanks for all of your love and
support over the years. Both of you being there for me through the
good times as well as the bad times really was greatly appreciated.
I just want to express the deep love that 1 have for you both w/ith
these words.
Ree-Ree and Johnny-Boy,
Mo one could ever ask for a better sister or brother I love you.
Jerry Balentine D.O.
There are some things one can not do alone: Getting
dressed for your first day of kindergarten . . . surviving
puberty .... the first load of laundry at college
becoming a physician. Thanks Mom, Dad, Jeff and
grandma for always being there.
Gandhi's seven sins
1. Wealth without work.
2. Pleasure without conscience.
3. Knowledge without character
4 Commerce without morality.
5 Science without humanity.
6 Worship wit'iout sacrifice.
7. Politics without principle.
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David R. Bargainnier, D.O.
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Kelly Jo,
Thank you for all of your love and support through-
out the years. You are a fantastic wife and mother,
and you make the best babies in the world!
L "' ^ 1*1^
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Eric P. Barren, D.O.
To Karen, my family, and friends - tlianl^ you for the
encouragement and support. I love you all!
F. Scott Bartlow, D.O.
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Dedicated to:
Mom and Dad - For nurturing the dream.
Stephanie and John - For making life full.
Debbie - My best friend and confidante. This was
possible only with your complete support. Thanks
honey. 1 love you.
Jesus Christ - My Lord and Savior. Your GIFT has
made my life worth living.
mmmm
Mark D. Beyer, D.O.
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To the Class of '88: Best of luck and remember to
always keep your hooks sharp and your powder dry.
Mr. B.
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Kenneth R. BilL D.O.
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William F. Bilski, D.O.
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I would like to thank my mother and father for all the
sacrifices they made to get me through school. I love
you both very much.
Dad, I'm looking forward to the day when, I'll hang
my shingle below yours outside our office.
Bradley A. Bisk, D.O.
OK l)0!/N TO TEST THK GROUND BKFdKE TAKfNG YOUR Nf:XT STKP
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Kellie A. Bobbitt, D.O.
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A heartfelt thanks to:
Mom, Dad, Tracie, and Moira for your generosity and
sacrifices over the past four years, but most of all for
your constant encouragement and cheers of support.
To Lori for the laughter and for keeping it all in
perspective.
To my husband, Steve, for sharing your strength,
serenity, and unending love. You're truly a special
gift.
Thank you all for helping me to reach my highest
goal. You guys were right . . . "where there's a will
there's a way ".
I Love You!!!
Stanley T. Bohinski D.O.
LORD, let me be willing to give my time and my
attention to all those who come to me in need . . .
Let me be sensitive to the concerns of those who
trust me and dedicated to providing a better quality
of life for those who depend upon me . . .
Let my heart never grow indifferent to my patient's
fears or hardened to their suffering . . .
Let my life be lived in the light of your wisdom, in the
strength of your presence, and in the mercy of your
love . . .
And let me never forget that 1 am no more than an
instrument of Your divine healing . . .
Author unknown
Through God's grace, I have come
to know an unequaled love from
Barbara, Chesia Ann and Timothy
Blaise. Thank you for always being
there.
With Qod always guiding the way,
everything was made easier
through them, my families and
friends. Thank you.
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Special Thanks:
•to my friends for all the memories. 1 wish you all the
best.
'to my mentors for your knowledge and experience.
*to my family for all the advice and encouragement.
*to Liz for all your patience, love and encouragement.
I love you.
•especially to you mom for your never-ending sup-
port, understanding and love.
i
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Art H. Braunwell III, D.O.
I would like to thank my mother, my father, and Amy,
whose love and support made this lengthy and ex-
pensive endeavor possible. 1 love you all very much.
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Robert P. Brislin, D.O.
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To Mom and Dad . . . Nearly fifty years of raising a
family are now complete; your youngest son finally
has a job! Thank you for your love, patience, and
support. The example of your lives will always be
an inspiration to me.
^f^'
IMaria C. Bucco
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Fatti non foste per viver come brutti. Ma per seguir
virtu e conoscenza.
Dante
La Divina Commedia
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JoAnn Burke, D.O.
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ITo my parents, and Inlaws . . .
Thanks for all the support through these harrowing
four years
To my friends . . . Bill, Cathy, and Gary . . .
Thanks for being there when the "ledge" was near.
Thanks for sharing these experiences with me. Let's
not let this be just a memory.
To my kids . . . Jerry, Chris, Matt, and Jenny . . .
Thanks for waiting up for your "Daddy" to wish him
luck ee to Love him. Your hugs and smiles took the
edge out of many days. I promise . . You'll still have a
daddy in this doctor.
To Mary Lou, my wife
If it weren't for your understanding, caring, and love
I'd never had started the trip. You're right ... I
wouldn't have been happy any other way. I love you.
"!?*!
/Jacqueline F. Cain, D.O.
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I would like to thank the following people for they are responsible
"For the Making of This D.O. ".
Qod: For my health, my family, good friends, strong faith & for
never leaving my side.
Mom & Dad: Your endless love, support 6f self-sacrifice have al-
lowed me to endure this struggle and to always keep my accom-
plishments in proper perspective.
My Qrandmothen For giving me the foundation for my Ideals,
Values & Principles and for teaching me to believe in myselfand to
never forget my roots.
My Major Support Group : Aunt Bernadette, Uncle Jack S( Aunt
Joyce, Jonnah, Theresa & Bob K., Bobby & Chris, Mickey &
Kathleen.
My Friends thru Thick & Thin : Michele M., Linda K., Ann Marie B.,
Andrea P., B.C. ', Marta M., Tom Cullen, PJR, Jerry S., Mart:y P. A
special thanks to Mary Murphy for always being there. I couldn't
ask for a better friend.
My "Bestesf Friend St Mentor: Dr. Mallapa Udoshi. Thanks for
always taking the time to teach. 1 hope 1 can be half the cardiolo-
gist you are.
Co-workers: Mercy nurses (esp. 5SE, PCU, CCU), Residents at CMC
(O'Keefe, Kanouse, McLaughlin, Boyer & Morgan), Dr. D. Spatz &
Dr. D. Wartinger. To Carol Fox for all her help over 4 years. To the
late T. Rowland for helping to make a dream come true.
»\
Kathryn Jean Campanella,
D.O.
A FEW WORDS OF THAnKS . . .
To my family . . . who supported and encouraged me,
especially my wonderful Mom & Dad who were al-
ways there to help and be proud.
To my friends . . . old, new, classmates & Somites
and especially to you QB - 1 could never have a better
friend.
To all those special people in my life who over the
past four years have shared the laughter and the
tears . . .
. . . This is not the end, but a new beginning for us all.
•^1^
II To Mom & Dad - I owe you so very much! Thank you so much foryour love and constant support.
To my wonderful family - Linda for the example to follow and for all
those "few extra dollars for pizza. "
Joe - for being such a great role model.
Donna - for all the "care packages ' over the years.
Sandra - for the greatest display of courage I have ever witnessed.
You have taught me to never take life for granted.
To my dear friends To Lisa, my study buddy. Attached at the hip.
Lis. You made the endless days and nights much shorter!
To Kellie & Lori - Beware of those glare days, girls.
To my roomie, Z - For putting up with me.
To Mr. B. - LIH buddy!
To the B-Ball Team - Oh well, we had a good time anyway, huh
guys?
To Student Council - Dave, I^eal and Lisa - Oh brother! How did we
ever get through that? Lets do a survey and find out.
J iif.
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In all you do, put Qod first, and he will direct and crown your
efforts with success"
Proverbs 3:6
VlL
Glenn L. Camicelli, D.O.
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Here's to the class of '88 Best of luck to every one!!!
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Laura J. Carpenter, D.O.
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Philip W. Caterbone, D.O.
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Thank You, dear Lord, for the strength and courage it has taken to
bring me to this point in my life.
Thank you, mom and dad, for all the sacrifices you had to make for
me.
Thank you, dear friends, both old and new for understanding and
supporting me throughout this endeavor.
I wish the best for ail my classmates.
To all who have touched my life, 1 wish for you this Gaelic Blessing:
May the road rise to meet you.
May the wind be always at your back.
May the sun shine warm on your face.
The rain fall softly on your fields.
And until we meet again.
May Qold hold you in the palm of his hand.
134
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Paul A. Chemello, D.O.
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DEDICATIOn
Thanks to all my family and friends for their support
and love these past four years.
Sanlolo f ranr. o, "jantolo l.lsa, <: I'aolo Tutte le slrade ti portano a
Roma
^^g^n
At this time, I would like to dedicate this page to ail
those people who have given me support and en-
couragement throughout my four years of medical
school. A special gratitude goes to my parents who
have been continually supportive throughout my en-
tire life.
It is with all this love, support and prayers that 1 look
forward to my future.
L_ M Hi
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Ifwe lose our Money, it gives us some Concern. If we
are cheated or robbed of it, we are angry: But Money
lost may be found; what we are robbed of may be
restored: the Treasure of Time once lost, can never
be recovered; yet we squander it as though it were
nothing worth, or we had no Use for it.
Benjamin Franklin
1. Christmas day with Otto.
^KL
2. Down on the farm, Mool
3. Oh please dad, I look like an elf with this haircut. 4. Fun at Bushkill Falls.
7ft
James M. Clarke, D.O.
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I want to take this opportunity to thani^ my class-
mates who helped make long classroom hours seem
much shorter and hard rotations much easier. With
their friendship, the four years at PCOM went so
quickly.
however, most of all I want to thank my parents for
their support and love. With their help I was able to
attain my goal of becoming a D.O.
1.W
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God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in
trouble.
Therefore will not we fear, though the earth be re-
moved, and though the mountains be carried into
the midst of the sea;
Though the waters thereof roar and be troubled,
though the mountians shake, with the swelling
thereof.
Psalms 46:1,2,3
•A small portion of the richness of God's word!
Russell Q. Clayton, D.O.
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To those- who taught me love; who are the source of
myjoy; who are with me always and everywhere; who
are my iife-
To those whose Image graces this page, I humbly
dedicate my work to you with undying gratitude.
RQC
My family- Mom, Dad, Scott, Kim- my foundation
strength, . . . and my biggest fans.
canes optimi
li^^P
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Todd B. Cousins, D.O.
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With Love and Gratitude . . .
to my entire family, for always standing by me and
especially to my parents Stan and Dolores for the
continued nurtureing, love, support, guidance, and
understanding you provide in my life
to old and special friends "and you know who you
are", for always being there
to new friends and classmates thanks for the
memories.
Steve
You believed in me when I doubted myself.
That I might follow my dream you put yours on
the shelf.
Through nights spent alone and promises broken,
no word of discontent was once ever spoken.
When I needed my space you walked close behind
When I needed your touch you weren't hard to
find,
I hope you know the difference you have made in
my life.
You are in my heart always.
My Best Friend,
My Lover,
My WIFE.
Yft
Daniel O. Cuscela D.O.
And now 1 see with eye serene
the very pulse of the machine;
A being breathing thoughtful breath,
A traveller between life and death.
Wordsworth
Thanks to those that made it work: Catherine, Felicia, Elizabeth, Mom & Dad, Marie, and Charlie M.
.fHk
John Damiani, D.O.
A Special Thank You to
Mom and Dad, for all the sacrifices they have made
and the support they have given
To my sister who blazed the way and provided me
wdth all those "backtests"
To the Author of nature, the Great Physician who
heals the soul and by whose power we are able to
heal the body, and to His Most Blessed Mother for
helping me over every obstacle along the way - MQM
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riicholas P. Dardes, D.O.
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To Boomer, Nark, Fauli, and Bob,
"There is in friendship something of all relationships and some-
thing above them all. It is the golden thread that ties the hearts of
all hearts of all the world.
"
To Grandma, Maryclare, Joe, Danae, Dave, Ruthann and kids,
"Your constant love, devotion, faith, and support has eased the
tension of the struggle over the last four years. You will always be
in my thoughts.'
To Mom and Dad,
"Eight years ago I wanted to become a physician and without you
this dream would have never come true. A good physician requires
many qualities, and from my father I obtained leadership, persis-
tence, confidence and wisdom, and from my mother I obtained
patience, compassion, responsibility and maturity, because of
you, I am who I am."
To Ann,
"Your simple presence brings love and Joy to my life in a way no
other person can. I love you.
»,,
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I would like to dedicate all that this page represents
to those who made it possible: To Mom, for your
unceasing love. To Dad, for the inspiration of your
memory. To Uncle Will, for your professionalism and
confience in my abilities. To Grandma, for your self-
less support. To Uncle Doc, for your love of the pro-
fession of Osteopathy. To Tom, for your cool head
and sound advice. To Ed, for the strength of your
convictions. To Lee, for your guidence and direction.
To Colleen, for all those moments, memories and
experiences we've had, and for giving me all that only
a best friend can. Most of all, I want to thank God for
guiding me into a profession which has given me the
opportunity to use my skills to help those who may
seek my service.
David R. Deitz, D.O.
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I just want to say to my family, "thank you for all the
support through this ordeal. " I love you all. To Nick,
Mike, John, Qrube, Brian, Bude, Heal, Joi, Maria, and
Dan the man, the same applies. And remember,
they're not booing, they're saying,
'Daaaaaaaaaaaave! "
OPEN EVERY DAY
1 1 A.M. - 5 A.M.
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Andrea and I - a very happy new
year's eve '88
/To my family who has sacrificed more, and worked
even harder than I have so that I might see my dream
come true. My thanks just doesn't seem like enough.
To my friends from Bangor, hotre Dame, and
P.C.O.M. who have put up with me and my antics
—
you're the best!
And of course, to Qod— without whom nothing is
possible.
Me, a doctor? That's American!
Pop OePaolo. You've finally fjot your dof.torl
"If you don't stand for somethlncj, you'll fall for anything.'
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Maria A. DePolo, D.O.
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My heartfelt Thanks to:
The Lord, My Saviour and Our Blessed Mother for all of my wonder-
ful blessings and continually calling me into an awareness of Your
presence.
My dear, sweet Mother for taking me from diapers to a D.O. 1
couldn't have done it without you. Mom.
My sisters, Maureen, Marcia and Mary Beth for being my best
friends. You are all so special to me.
My brother, Maurice for sparking my interest in Medicine and being
a constant source of inspiration.
My other brothers, Mike, Qus and Skip for all your love and support
throughout the years.
My nieces and nephews, Michael, Shannon, Casey, Andrew, Jason
and Kyle for sharing your precious lives with me.
The rest of my family and friends, especially Uncle Mike, Aunt Lena
and Aunt Rose for brightening my days in so many waysjust when I
needed it most.
I love you!
Maria
i4P&
Scott Dorftier, D.O.
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What a wonderful time to share with those you love. I
dedicate myself to my lovely sister Susan and to my
little brother Eric, may we always be partners and
best friends. To my caring Bubby for being there
when I needed her and to my Qrandpop for being my
inspiration and watching over me from afar. To my
father for showing me the light and making the desire
burn brightly inside of me. To my dear mother who-
selove, prayers, work and sacrifice held us together
and made this day possible. And to the joy of my life,
my beautiful wife Andrea, may we be blessed with a
long happy life together. Remember thatyou all will
forever have my support, love and devotion. Know
that I hold all of you and our hopes and dreams
forever in my heart. Always
Scott
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Jon A. Dubin, D.O.
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J. Jeffrey Dunlop, D.O
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SPECIAL THAriKS:
to my Mother, whose committment and love for her chil-
dren has always been felt and deeply appreciated. Her
dedication to improving the lives of my brother, sister and
I; I vnW never forget.
to Pam (Trooper Elliott) and Tim (T-MAH) my favorite (and
only) siblings, for your constant encouragement and sup-
port for which I will always be grateful.
To all my friends; who laughed with me in good times,
helped me through the bad times and made the past four
years bearable THAriKS
.
. .
to BOO, who taught me that sucess was not a destination
but a journey then gave me a roadmap.
to Cliff Dorf, whose friendship I'll cherish and whose genu-
ine consideration for others and love for life will be an
inspiration to me always. I was privilidged to have been his
friend.
"1 will wipe out pestilence and disease .
Democracy at the same time!"
and keep the world safe for
I
L
Thomas J. Ellis, D.O.
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This is dedicated in loving memory to my grandmoth-
er. I miss you.
Dad, thank you, without your perseverance 1 never
would have made it this far.
Mom, your quiet understanding has been the source
of my strength.
Jim, Linda, Christie - I love you.
Katie, we've grown up together - I love you!
--—>»:-»-
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This column is dedicated to all those people who have touched
me by their presence and contributions, and who have enriched
and fulfilled my life.
To my wife for your unselfish devotion, you have repeatedly or-
chestrated happiness in our lives. For carrying and delivering two
gorgeous daughters while you worked full-time and supported me
emotionally and financially during school; yours was unquestion-
ablely the tougher road than mine. I aspire to your efficiency. I am
thankful and lucky that you chose me.
To my daughters, Jacqueline and Crika, for being such great inspi-
ration, and showing me how to TAKE TIME and enjoy the fruits of
life.
To my mother and father who sacrificed so much of themselves,
taught me the value of life, encouraged my efforts, and gave me
their wisdom, to both of you, I am eternally grateful and indebted.
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Leslie with our newest creation- ERIKA ELIZABETH Erika says, "Im four weeks old today." '^'^S.S!::'?'''"^ ASHLEY Miss Ameri-
•'
' ca 2004
Hey Dad, I think she needs an ECHO.' OUR BEACH BABY Captain cruising with First Mate
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A friend is a person who is for you always ... He wants nothing
from you except that you be yourself. He is the one being with
whom you can feel safe. With him you can utter your heart, its
badness and its goodness. Like the shade of a great tree in the
noonday heat is a friend. Like the home port with your country's
flag flying after a longjourney is a friend. A friend is an impregnable
citadel of refuge in the strife of existence. It is he that keeps alive
your faith in human nature, that makes you believe that it is a good
universe. He is the antidote to despair, the elixir of hope, the tonic
for depression . . . Give to him without reluctance. Anonymous
To Frank my love and inspiration
To Mom and Dad, my strength and hope
To Beth, my sister and teacher
Thank you for being my friends!

James Fierro, D.O.
ommJ ^yUA/h6 ^O.
Thank You Mom and Dad, for all that you have
done. Love, Jay
yg0|ggg^^,^0BBH|
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Timothy J. Fiorillo D.O.
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1 must dedicate this page to myparents, Lucy and
Rocco, whose love, encouragement, and sacrifices
have made this dream a reality. 1 can never ade-
quately express my appreciation or thanks. 1 love you
both!
To my sisters, (Sharon and Da\Am), thanks for tolerat-
ing me when I was home attempting to study. You're
both very special ... To my loving Grandmothers,
(Ida & Tina), who were always there for me, giving
that extra needed love and support . . . And to the
memory of my Grandfathers, (James 6f Angelo), who
helped shape me into the man I am today. 1 know
they are both smiling on this day.
To my fiancee and future wife, Karen, it has been a
long and sometimes bumpy road, but we have finally
made it together! May our love continue to grow!
Finally, thanks to P.C.O.I^. for allowing me the oppor-
tunity to achieve a life long dream ....
. . .
Two roads diverged in a wood, and 1-1 tooti the
one less traveled by. And that has made all the
difference.
Robert Frost
Ronald L. Fishel D.O.
"RorxcJol I Jiujj Do.
With much love, and appreciation to my parents for
ail their guidance, support and encouragement.
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Elizabeth A. Fitzgerald,
D.O.
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My parents and family : Your guidance and love have
given me strength, and made me realize what is truly
important in this life. I can never thank you enough
and I hope to make you proud.
Tom : You have made my dreams come true. I love
you, and again, thank you for your support.
Class of 1988 : Congratulations and Best Wishes for
happiness and success.
M.^<?*^-:3|!
The goal is God Himself
riot joy, nor peace;
Plot even blessing.
But Himself, my God.
Tis Mis to lead me there
riot mine, but His-
At any cost, dear Lord,
By any road.
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Thanks to all who have been there over the past four
years, but mostly thanks to my family whose motiva-
tion and support have been there always.
Though most around us must change, some
things always stay the same.
Family ... is always family.
Friends . . . will always stay friends.
And the dog
. . .
will always think he's more than
a dog!
3
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This page is dedicated to:
Qrandmom and Grandpop "A ", for your strength,
guidance, and never ending generosity. I love you
both very much.
Uncle Larry, for always being there with unending
support and advice. I will always appreciate the time
and efTort you devoted in helping me turn my dream
into reality.
And most of all to my Parents, for your love, support,
and sacrifice. I couldn't have done it without you.
Michael F. Qaugler, D.O.
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To Family and Friends,
Thianl^s for all your help and understanding.
To the Class of 88',
Good luck and may everone "happily" achieve their
future endeavors.
If I never try anything, I never learn anything. If I never
take a risk, I stay where I am.
Hugh Prather
"•^asiiiisa
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James P. Gentile, D.O
Thank You Lord for your countless blessings: a loving family,
special friends, the opportunity to help others, and for your uncon-
ditional love and guidance throughout life.
Dedicated to:
Mom & Dad who sacrificed in many ways so that I might fulfill my
dreams. Thanks for your constant love, support, and encourage-
ment. You were my inspiration.
Mark & Deb for each of whom I am very proud.
Thanks for all the great times.
nana who constantly reminded me to "smell the roses." Thanks
for your love and support.
The memory of Plana & Qranddad, who influenced me in so many
ways. I wish you could share in my happiness.
Special Friends, especially Elsie, Thanks for your love and prayers.
Qod Bless You All
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Jennifer L. Qiardina, D.O.
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To have lived well, laughed often and loved much; to have
gained the respect of intelligent men and the affection of
children; to have earned the approval of honest critics and
endured the betrayal of false friends; to leave the world
better than you found it, whether by an improved poppy, a
perfect poem or a rescued soul; to know that even one life
has breathed easier because you have lived
My favorite sport
My psychiatrist
SepTeMbeR 28, 1962, pt. pLeAsant, nj
mOm, DaD, liZa, KAthErinE, CIrcLe
plAzA pMarMacY; mY hOrSe, cHaRlie
sT. rOse; tRacK, jm & sue; ntlS; muti
lEnberQ, fiEld hockEy, prE-mEd?!?!
meats . . . PAULI!!!, pCoM & jEflferSoN
pEnn-wYnnE *509, 1715; jEanEttE
biLL, cMaRliE 8f dEx; SSTUDDY . . .
rotations; JFK interMsfiip; 9/26/87
kEy wEst X2; June 5, 1988! ResldeH
cY?!?!?! THAnKS EOR YOUR UPI
EriDinO QEhEROSITY, PATIEHCE
LOVE AMD SUPPORT. I LOVE YOU
ALL!!!
Mr. QQ, Ms. COSMO
Ua^SMW fjugaaii:mumama
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John R. Qimpel, D.O.
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Laura J. Qiroski
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My sincere thanks to those
who have touched my life and my heart,
especially mom and dad
for your guidance, support
and your love.
iit^aumtimt » .---rr-r-
Cora I. Goodman D.O.
C^n^CL. ^. Pdrr^l)^ ICCUiL^ D.d.
When you feel worried
and sick at Ineart,
When your plans are upset
and your world fall apart.
Remember God is ready
and willing to share
The burden you find
too heavy to bear
—
So with faith, let go
and let God lead the way
Into a brighter and less
troubled day.
Helen Steiner Rice
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Amie Gordon, D.O.
CUr>tA.uJ X. '>d-.o-<.,c>U-M^ O. o.
"To laugh often and much; to win the respect of
people and affection of children; to earn the appreci-
ation of honest critics and endure the betrayal of
false friends; to appreciate beauty, to find the best in
others; to leave the world a bit better, whether by a
healthy child, a garden patch of a redeemed social
condition; to know even one life has breathed easier
because you have lived. This is to have succeeded. "
Ralph Waldo Emerson
.J^.j^^'w^ti
A special thanks
to Mom, Dad, Big
Art, and Jeff. Id
never have made
it without you! I
love you all!
r^!• ^ ^ m\ , P
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"I dedicate this page to those who made the last four years
at PCOM special. First, to my parents who with their un-
yeiiding support made all this possible. And where would I
be without my best friends Charlie and Jennifer. You guys
stood beside me through some tough times. And boy did
we have some unforgetable good times: Penn Wynne . . .
trips to Florida . . . Somehow we managed to keep each
other sane."
" If a man's worth can be
judged by the friends he
keeps and the special
times he shares with
^^ those friends, then I am a
very wealthy man."
They killed for their DO" " Three is never a crowd'
QQ today, COSMO tomorrow '
L
Derek A. Grossman, D.O.
iyjZAe^ ^. ^^tt^f^i^yyuac^ ^--^ Q
To my friends, and family;
Though 1 might not have said it, and have often ig-
nored, and abused your patience without you this
page would not have been. Thank you.
plxpit 'irtN's oi\rt) i% m^-mPip^
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/ I would like to take this time and space to
thank some of
those people whose love, kindness, support have made
this all possible. Thank-you Mom for teaching me to work
hard and giving me common sense. Thank-you Dad for
teaching me to use my faith. Thank-you Heather for re-
minding me to be myself. Thank-you Karl for fixing my car
and always being there. Thank-you Penny for your under-
standing and patience. Thank-you Michelle for being your-
self. Thank-you Paul and Lisa for your friendship. Thank-
you P.K., Sherry, Carl, and Sue for helping to keep me
humble. Thank-you John, Mick, Chez, Dave, Joe, Bryan,
neal, and Scotty (plus me equals the "Zoo", keep in touch)
for all the good times. Thank-you Jesus for your never
ending blessing.
Teach me your way, o Lord, and I will walk in your truth;
give me an undivided heart that 1 may fear your name.
Psalm 86:11
OPEN EVERY DAY
1 1 A.^A. - 5 A.M.
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John n. Hamaty, D.O.
OPEN EVERY DAY
1 1 A.AA. - 5 A.M.
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Gene A. Harris, D.O.
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1 Dedicate this yearbook to my family for their sup-
port, to many osteopathic physicians, and to God for
making my osteopathic education possible.
L
Joseph J. Heck, D.O.
Th,s page is dedicated to those who have helped me the most in
attainig my degree.- My parents - for their unending encourage-
ment, guidance and love; My wife • for her unyielding patience
understanding and love; and my son - for bringing me joy, hope
gradlTaton ^^
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THE BRIDGE
An old man going a lone highway came in the evening cold
and gray.
To a chasm vast, both deep and wide.
The old man crossed in the twilight dim, the swollen
stream was as naught to him; But he stopped when safe
on the farther side and built a bridge to span the tide.
"Old man, ,
" said a fellow pilgrim near, "You are wasting
your strength in labor here; Your journey will end with
the closing day, you never again will pass this way.
You've crossed the chasm deep and wide, why build you
this bridge at eventide?"
The laborer lifted his old gray head, "Good friend, in the
path I have come," he said, "There followeth after me
today a youth whose feet must pass this way.
This chasm which has been naught to me to that young
man may a pitfall be.
Me, too, must cross in the twilight dim. Good friend I am
building this bridge for him."
ri
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This is worship: to serve mankind and to minister to the
needs of the people. Service is prayer. A physician min-
istering to the sictt, gently, tenderly, free from prejudice
and believing in the solidarity of the human race, he is
giving praise.
- The Baha'i Writings
Warmest thanks to family and friends
r .T^S'
Ronald K. Herb, D.O.
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Thank you . . .
My Family ... for helping me make my dream come
true, for supporting me both financially and emo-
tionally, and most of all for believing in me.
My Wife, Rebecca ... for your understanding at a time
when it was hard to understand. For your love,
support, and unending encouragement.
My Friends ... for making me proud to say "col-
league". For the laughter, memories, and a cold
beer when I needed one.
Ronald K. Herb
PCOM Class of '88.
Maria Herrado, D.O.
i{pU^~ //jU^c^-^^^^. 0'
This page is dedicated to . . .
- my parents, wlio unseifisiily gave up their country
and their families in the hope for a better life for
their children;
- my mother, who has guided and influenced me in
ways she will never know and who showed me how
to find happiness in the smaller things that life
brings you - to the memory of a truly beautiful
person;
- my brother and sister for support and encourage-
ment when I needed it most;
- my best friend Sharie, who kept me laughing on
days I felt like crying.
It is good to have an end to journey towards; but it is
the Journey that matters, in the end.
- Ursula K. LeQuin
Russell C. Hess, D.O.
(^ ^)ti^:b o.
First, to my wife Eva - Tliis is an accomplishment for
both of us to share in. It would not have been possi-
ble without your constant love and unselfish support.
To Bryan and those yet unnamed - Your lives put all
this work in perspective and maizes life so much
more enjoyable.
To my family - Your support has been a beacon of
light. I hope I can live up to all your expectations.
To Mom and Dad - 1 am so proud that Eva and 1 will be
following in your footsteps.
To all our friends who we have made during these
last four years - Thanks for being there for us when
we needed you. Even though we will be separated my |
miles, Eva and I will never forget you. Thanks.
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James C. Higgins, D.O.
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To My Wife and Best Friend: ThanJis for sharing your life and our
children with me. Your gentle words and tender touch mean every-
thing. Love forever and a day!
To Mom and Dad: Thanhs for your never ending love, patience and
support. You have helped make this day possible.
To Katie, Mike, John, Peggy, Mary, Charlie, Joe and Ann: Thanks
for all the laughter, memories and good times. I love you all. You
have my prayers.
To My Second Family, The McCrohans : Thank you all for your
support and encouragement that have helped provide a stable
foundation.
To Our Dear Friends : You have filled these last four years with
memories that will last a lifetime. Many Thanks!
"God grant us the serenity to accept the
things we cannot change; The courage to
change the things we can; And the wisdom
to know the difference."
mF'
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Daniel A. Hilbrich, D.O.
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I suppose I should use these few lines to say some-
thing prophetic to my fellow colleagues but I will not.
For we all have had similar experiences, and there
are probably very few thoughts I could relay that
haven't been circling around in each one of your
heads over the past four years. But 1 do have one
reflection to make and that is, if at any time in your
career you become a mental basket case, dont be too
proud to seek professional help.
I would first like to thank God for entrusting me
with this awesome responsibility, and 1 hope that my
work is in turn pleasing to him. Then to Mom, Dad,
John, Sis, Gen, Judy, Ame, Jill and Tommy, 1 love
you all dearly, you all have given me such incredible
joy and support. What more can 1 say except you are
majorly happening. Finally, special thanks to my Phil-
adelphia family.
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Kenneth W. House, D.O.
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It has been a time of changes, that's for sure meet-
ing new people, seeing things in a different way,
learning more than humans should be allowed. But
it's also been a time when things have remained the
same - family and friends who could always be count-
ed on. It is easier to look forward to the future know-
ing the changes in the past have been for the better.
Thanks to everyone who has been a part of it all.
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Paris D. Hughes, D.O.
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Mo greater opportunity or obligation can fall the lot of
a human being than to be a physician. In the care of
the suffering he needs technical skill, scientific
knowledge, and human understanding. He who uses
these with courage, humility and wisdom will provide
a unique service for his fellow man and will build an
enduring edifice of character within himself. The phy-
sician should ask of his desyiny no more than this,
and he should be content with no less.
Tinsley Harrison
A special thanks to my parents, grandparents, family
and friends for the love and support provided
throughout my four years at PCOM.
Paris D. Hughes
L
Jody W. Hutson, D.O.
Love is the music that
two hearts hear,
the magical promise
that
each holds dear,
the warming smile,
the tender touch,
the glance that says
'you mean so much."
Love is the joy that two
hearts share,
that makes each
moment
precious and rare;
it's comfortable silence
and laughter toe-
Love is a dream
that has come true.
-unknown
f would like to thank m> whole fdmil> for their love encouragement and
support throughout the \Lc)ts
o my hcrjutiful wife, fJina, my partner
Thanks again Mom and Dad for helping to make It all
rj possiljle.
,vv ».^.,"»» iyn^ia^'^^^f^rr^^:,'
Lillian S. Hwee, D.O.
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To my family: A special thanks for your understand-
ing, encouragement, and guidance. Your love and
constant support have made this day a reality.
To KalKit: Your patience has been unending. Your
love, friendship, and encouragement have made this
past few years all worthwhile.
To my friends: Thank you for standing beside me
when times were rough. I couldn't have done it with-
out you.
L
Dennis Incorvati D.O.
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A very special thanks to those who make my life so
enjoyable— especially during the last 4 years.
Four years which have taught me more about myself,
and life in general; than any other 4 before them.
He who faces the sun
will never see his shadow.
^\
David C. Johns, D.O.
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I would like to thank everyone, including my family
and friends, for all the encouragement and support
given me.
Looking for a Code Blue
DA DA DA DA DA
Qetin ready to intubate
DA DA DA DA DA
Put the paddles on the chest
DA DA DA DA DA
Stand clear he's in arrest
BOWM BOWM BOWM BOWM BOWM
Born to be
WAY-AY-AYn
Origination: Mike Briggs
Lyrics: Qlen Carnicelli
ifiSMHIWIHWIPHP^fli^'lllBiHiiSilSH
Susan M. Kaufman, D.O.
Z^vU:>cxs\^ C'j. Kc<_UL^vyxxrr>, io.O.
To be loved is to know happiness and contentment .
.
To give love is to know the joy of sharing oneself.
Rebecca Thomas Shaw
Love is measured not in moments of
time
But in timeless moments.
Marjorie Frances Ames
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Karel A. Keiter, D.O.
/(LJi a.//Li^ ^J.
A special thank you to my wonderful family and
friends for their continued love, support, and prayers.
Joi M. Kieckhafer, D.O
r^T^./^W^y^P^
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Gregory A. Kimble, D.O.
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Medical School—1446 days of books, tests, rounds,
lectures, case presentations and financial aid. Mow as
I look back and ponder the next 365 days of Intern-
ship I want to thank those who made these 1446
days so special ... To my parents, your love and
support has meant so much, you are the greatest
parents in the world. My love and admiration for you
is endless ... To my wife, my inspiration and my best
friend. Thanks so much for being there, none of this
would be possible without you. I Love You ... To my
sister, for your love, kindness and friendship ... To
my friends, for your humor, support work ethics,
good times and memories. We will always be togeth-
er ... To my roomate, for being a best friend . . .
rinally, to those there along the way, a special Thank
You . . .
Teresa Klansek, D.O.
Imjl^cl fyU^tk j). 0.
As 1 embark on a new phase in my life, many "thanl^ you's"
must be given to those who have helped me through the
past twenty-six years. Thank you, mom and dad, for your
unselfish financial and emotional support. I thank all of my
friends, who have endured my worries and have shared in
my joys. Thank you, Mark, for being a patient, understand-
ing, and encouraging husband. Most importantly, I thank
you. Lord Jesus, for your faithful promises and steadfast
love.
As a future physician, I agree with the apostle Paul, who
states, "However, I consider my life worth nothing to me, if
only I may finish the race and complete the task the Lord
Jesus has given me— the task of testifying to the gospel of
God's grace. "
— Acts 20:24
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Thanks to all my family for their help and encourage-
ment throughout the years. 1 love you all. Ann, your
smile and love has helped me get through the hard-
est of times. Everything that 1 have accomplished
means so much more because 1 can share it with
you. You have all my love.
To My Family,
I want to thank you for the encouragement, guidance
and support that you have shown me throughout the
years. I firmly believe that no life worth anything is
not without its share of suffering and knowing that I
have a family to which I can turn in times of trouble
has often lessened my suffering considerably. All you
have done is greatly appreciated.
With Love & Respect,
John
-- 1» s
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Alexander P. Kovanko
D.O.
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To my family and friends,
I thank you for your love, support and patience, that
enabled me to realize my ambition of becoming a
physician.
"In matters of principle, stand lil^e a rock, in matters
of taste, swim with the current. "
Thomas Jefferson
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William Q. Kracht D.O.
Concerning Medicine;
"The best of our popular physicians are the ones that do the least
harm. But, unfortunately some poison their patients with mercury,
while others purge or bleed them to death. There are some who
have learned so much that their learning has driven out of them all
common sense. There are others who care a great deal more for
their own profit than for the health of their patients. Medical sci-
ence may be acquired by learning, but medical wisdom is the gift
of Qod'
PARACELSUS
Conceming Life:
"... Therefore always approach thedarkness without fear and you
will find the Light. Meet sorrow with a trusting heart and you will
discover an Angel in disguise."
MARIE CORRELLI
Conceming Reason:
Test all things and hold fast to that which is true.
R. SWlMBURriE CLYMER M.D.
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I dedicate this page:
To my parents, who have supported my faithfully
throughout my life. You have been a constant source
of love and patience for me. Words alone cannot
express my gratitude for you generosity. 1 love you
both so very dearly.
To my family; my accomplishments are a result of
your encouragement and support.
To my friends, who have taught me the true value of
friendship over the years I have had the pleasure of
sharing times with them.
To rather Joe, whose compassion for others and
love of God has been an inspiration for me every day
of my life.
To my darling Pamela, who has stood by me through
all of my trials and tribulations. I admire your
strength, patience, and beauty. Thank you for your
love and understanding over the past four years.
'LV:^^
Bryan LaBuda, D.O.
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Education does not mean teaching people what they
do not know ... It is a painful, continual and difficult
work to be done by kindness, by watching, by warn-
ing, by precept, and by praise, but above all-by
example.
Ruskin
To my in-laws: thank you for your love and support
love you.
To my family: who always believed in me and sup-
ported me, thank you.
To my mother and father: I love you and it is an
honor to be called your, son.
To my wonderful wife Laurie: words cannot express
my love for you and my gratitude. I love you more
each day and I look forward to our future together. As
we have grovm together, our love has increased and
Amanda has only added to our joy. I did not know I
could be this happy. I will love you always Laurie
Anne.
To my daughter Amanda: Daddy loves you.
To my Lord and God, Jesus Christ: I dedicate my life.
I thank you for Your mercy and lovingkindness. May I
always be found in Your will.
-^•83
Timothy D. Lavin, D.O.
I'd like to thank you mom and dad for your words of
encouragement and reassurance over these past
four years.
/This page is dedicated . . to God, for always walking
with me ... to my mother and brother, for their
unending love and support . . to my friends, for al-
ways being there . . and most importantly, to my
father - the best part of me, thank you for making me
smart and strong and for teaching me what true cour-
age really is. Thanks, Dad, I miss you . . Love, Diana.
. . . the years have gone and I've grown . . But I didn't
think there'd be so many steps I'd have to learn on
my own . . Well I was young and I didn't know what to
do . . When I saw your best steps stolen away from
you . . now I'll do what I can . . I'll keep on walkin'
B. Springsteen
Made weak by time and fate, but
strong in will . . To strive, to seek, to
find, and not to yield.
A. Tennyson
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Pamela A. Lepera, D.O.
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Thank you to the family and friends who have given
me love and encouragement. You have helped me to
know? the happiness of fulfilling a dream.
There are those who give little of the much which
they have
—
And there are those who have little and give it all.
These are the believers in life and the bounty of
life, and their coffer is never empty.
Through the hands of such as these God speaks,
and from behind their eyes He smiles upon the earth.
Kahlil Qibran
Anthony S. Levin, D.O.
This page is dedicated to my family for their love,
sacrifices, guidance, encouragement, inspiration and
friendship. Thanks for everything. I love you.
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If we didn't take risks in life, we would never find out
that we can succeed, one day at a time. I'd like to
take this opportunity to express my gratitude for my
family's support.
Ronald Lieberman
Eric M. Lipnack, D.O.
To my daughter Amanda,
You always know how to make my cloudy days
sunny
I love you
-X.
Randy Q. Litman, D.O.
A Dream, a Hope, and now 1 am finally there. With
your Love and Support, I am where I have always
wanted to be . . .
C
Pamela A. London D.O.
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Hope is the thing with feathers
That perches in the soul,
And sings a tune without the words
And never stops at all.
And sweetest in the gale is heard;
And sore must be the storm
That could abash the little bird
That kept so many warm.
I've heard it in the chillest land
And on the strangest sea;
Yet, never in extremity.
It asks a crumb of me.
With special thanks to my mother, father, sisters, pop-pop. Aunt
Bonnie, Uncle Lenny, family, and friends who have given so much
support, encouragement, and most of all Love to help me achieve
this goal. Your confidence in me has made this day possible.
I Love You!
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When I first embarked on this little adventure, 1 never
dreamed 1 would learn so much about people- the
way we function, how we depend on each other, and
how we can always find a way to make the most of life
no matter what life hands us. 1 know now why a life in
medicine is so exciting- as much as we think we learn
about the human being we can only ever scratch the
surface.
Thanks to my family, the boys in Phi Sig, and Sharon
for making the past four years the best ones of my
life.
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Technical knowledge is not enough. One must tran-
scend techniques so that the art becomes an artless
art, growing out of the unconscious.
'f?
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A man who has attained mastery of an art reveals it in his
every action.
Ronald A Lutes, D.O.
(I^M^a.£jl^ Q,cr^
Finally, my dream is a reality. But no one could possi-
bly accomplish this task alone. To all who have en-
couraged and supported me— I thank you with all
my heart.
To my Mom and nick, whose love, guidance and faith
in me was endless.
To my parents-in-law, who created their wonderful
daughter and were there whenever I needed them.
To my wife, Valarie, whom I love with all my life. You
stood by my side all along the way and never stopped
believing in me. You have made the greatest sacri-
fice. Thank you. I only hope 1 can be to you what you
have been for me these past four years.
«t V^'
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Allan M. McLeod, D.O.
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God grant me the serenity to accept the things I can
not change.
The courage to change the things I can.
The wisdom to know the difference.
«^%^'
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James P. MacMillan, D.O.
(The doctor) beseeches God that his diagnosis may
be correct and his treatment bring about a cure . . .
From God the doctor has his wisdom . . . and God it
was who established his profession ... He endows
men with the l^nowledge to glory in His mighty works,
through which the doctor eases pain . . . Thus God's
creative work continues without cease in its efficacy
on the face of the earth.
Eccles. 38
A healthy child is somehow very much like God.
A hurting child. His son.
-Calvin Niller
A. Scott Mclieal, D.O.
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I survived Cambria St. clinic.
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It is difficult to express in words my mixed emotions
concerning my graduation from PCOM. The first two
years went by ever so slowly, however, the last two
years absolutely flew. It seems like only yesterday
that I was planning to move from Arizona to Philadel-
phia so that I could attend medical school. This has
proven to be one of my best decisions-both profes-
sionally and personally as well. Attending PCOM has
certainly been dificult and at times a stressful under-
taking, and I feel priviledged to graduate from there,
now is the time to look to the future and although I
don't know what is in store for me, I do feel assured
that I can handle whatever situations present them-
selves to me and I look forward to the challenge of
practicing medicine.
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Mark Masteller, D.O.
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I appreciate the opportunity to be a physician,
pray that I will be able to fulfill the task.
k
/Francis C. Meeter, D.O.
i C, -^Mdtyu b.o
I wish to thank the people who have influenced my
life the most my mom, for teaching me to
stand on my own two feet; my good friends, for all the
road trips and laughs over the years; and my best
friend and forever love, for being there when I needed
you.
Yesterday is full of memories,
tomorrow holds our dreams,
but live for today for yesterday is gone,
and tomorrow may never come.
Michele Misher-Harris,
D.O.
This achievement belongs not to me, but: to my fam-
ily and friends, who have all helped me presevere
through the difficult moments and generously
shared laughter and smiles when they were needed.
L
Jeanette Morrison, D.O.
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"What we are is God's gift to us — what we become is
our gift to God. "
Mom and Dad -
I dedicate this page to your memory and wish you were here to
help celebrate my joy.
To my fiance, Bob-
Thank you for cominq into my life. I love
you!!
December VI, 1987
Joel Morton, D.O.
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Commit to the Lord whatever you do, and your
plans will succeed. The Lord works out everything
for his own ends . . .
Prov. 16:3-4a.
Marta Motel, D.O.
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Lori Musto, D.O.
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To mom and dad: Words cannot even begin to ex-
press my thanks to you for all your love and encour-
agement. I am so proud to be the daughter of such a
special couple.
To Chas: Thank-you for alw^ays being there for me.
To the family: Thank-you for all your love and
prayers.
To Eric: Thank-you for making it all worthwhile.
To God: Thank-you for walking with me every step of
the way.
To these very special people: I LOVE YOU WITH ALL
MY HEART.
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Brian A. riester, D.O.
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My family and friends are the best things I've
known.
Through the eye of the needle, I'll carry them
home.
Days turn to minutes.
And minutes to memories.
Life sweeps away the dreams
That we have planned.
You are young and you are the future.
So suckiit upand tough it out
And be the best you can.
—John Cougar Mellencamp
All that I am all that I have
Is a reflection of the love my parents
Have given me. 1 am so fortunate.
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Donna M. nitka, D.O.
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There is inside you all the potential to be whatever
you want to be- all of the energy to do whatever you
want to do.
Imagine yourself as you would like to be, doing what
you want to do, and each day, take one step . . .
towards your dream. And though at times it may
seem too difficult to continue, hold onto your dream.
One morning you will awake to find that you are the
person you dreamed of- doing what you wanted to
do- simple because you had the courage to believe in
your potential and hold on to your dream."
Joseph A. Novak, D.O.
I wish to thank my loving wife Joyce:
- for her great sense of humour which has made our
years together fun.
- for her ability to listen and care which has been a
comfort.
- for her beauty which makes me proud.
- and for being the best wife a man could want.
I also wish to thank my family for their concern and
support.
I especially want to thank my dad for his advice and
good example.
" We did it Joyce!"
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Joseph Q. OTieill, D.O.
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Thanks to Lori, my family, and friends for their sup-
port and encouragement.
l^JL';;^^]
Amy OrlofF-Kurzrok, D.O.
It's all over! Mo, it's just begun. Four years of medical
school have passed so quickly. I wish you could be
here now. Times like these are when I miss you the
most. Your unspoken words still echo in my mind as
though said yesterday. All of the pain has disap-
peared and what remains is only warm and pleasant
memories. Your spirit will live forever in your children
and in others that you've touched. You were my men-
tor, my counselor, my friend, my father. It's time to
move on, to start a new family and a career like you
always dreamed for me
Mom, you're the best.
Dean and Scott, thanks for putting up with me.
Scott, I love you.
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Robert A Ormonoski
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My graduation is a testimony to my family and friends
who made my medical school life easier to bear. I
give special thanks to: Mom and Dad who helped
educate me with years of hard work; Keith and David
who showed me the path to the mountain; to Marie
and Kathy for support and understanding; to Mary
and Jim for my harrisburg home; to the staffs of the
Emergency Department of York and Memorial Hospi-
tal for making me a better clinician.
Benzodiazepines: (1) Biochemistry, (2) OB/QYn, (3)
'Back tests won't help in my class ", (4) A survive to
admit, (5) Those were the good old days, (6) It'll all
be worth it in the end.
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Amphetamines: (1) Emer-
gency Medicine, (2) Radi-
ology, (3) Blackies, (4) A
survive to discharge, (5)
These are the good old
days, (6) The Eye of the
Tiger, Lifeguard, Flash-
dance, The Jazz Singer.
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John F. Pagnotto, D.O.
This page is dedicated to my wife Laurie, my parents,
my sister, my family, and friends. Your love and sup-
port over tiie past four years will be cherished
forever.
A special thanks to J.M., J.M., J.M., J.T., and K.W. God
Bless you all.
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This page is dedicated to all those dedicated to me • •
To my grandparents, Filomena and Angelo Palmis-
ano and Mary and Anthony Cariati, whose love and
dedication to family is my heritage.
To Mom and Dad, whose love and devotion gave me
the confidence to be the man I am.
To my loving wife Anne and daughter Jenny, whose
love and companionship helped me through my day
to day struggles.
To John and Terese, for all your love and support
through these trying times.
To the rest of my family and friends for being there
when I needed you.
TMAhK YOU ALL!
Gregory Papadeas, D.O.
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I want to express my most sincere and heartfelt grati-
tude to God and to my family for continuously inspir-
ing me to reach my fullest potential. I love you all
more than you will ever imagine!
"The purpose of life is not be happy. The purpose of
life is to matter, to be productive, to have it make
some difference that you live at all. Happiness, In the
ancient, noble verse, means self-fulfillment and is
given to those who use to the fullest whatever talents
God has bestowed upon them."
"I shall be telling this with a sigh somewhere ages
and ages hence: two roads diverged in a wood, and
I took the one less traveled by, and that has made all
the difference."
^w-^. „•; -^^- :'' .^. ..•..-.-..MMrr
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To Mom and Dad,
Thanks for your support and guidance. Without your .
help I never would have made it through.
\
"The past cannot be changed but the future is what i
ever you want it to be."
"What med school maKcs you"
Hgg^ itam rci .^^-^ ..>/>,.^«i:.-«-i.>^
John H. Peniston, D.O.
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While I complete the 20th grade of my education, 1
must look back and appreciate what has been done
for me. Everyone who is pictured on this page (and
others that should be) have all contributed more to
my career than they could imagine. My parents,
Charles and Dorothy, have always remained at my
side, supporting me in the quests of my goals. In
addition, 1 know Carol will continue to provide her
constant love and push me to the maximum of my
capabilities.
I thank and love you all,
JhP D.O.
My best friend and wife, Carol My supportive and loving family
«5;\i
Qood friends forever
w
Wfio says we don't go to class Hopefully the future
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Frank J. Piccioni, D.O.
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It wasn't that long ago I graduated from Pharmacy School, com-
pleting a program I would have never dreamed of completing five
years earlier. Life during those years was made a lot easier be-
cause of the strong family support rendered by my wife.
It is now seven years later and I am blessed with three beautiful
daughters and have accomplished an even greater honor in life.
The past four years in medical school have indeed been very
difficult with much of the needed support defaulting. It appeared
on more than one occassion that the goal of completing medical
school was unrealistic and far beyond our reach. It was only with
my wife s continued support, loving devotion, encouragement,
selflessness, sacrifice, and belief in me, that 1 was able to success-
fully complete the program. Perhaps the greatest accomplishment
is that we all have our good health, sanity (believe it or not), and a
strong appreciation for what we have done.
1 therefore would like to dedicate my degree to my wonderful wife
and children and can only wish that my classmates are as fortu-
nate and blessed with their lives as I am with mine.

Kathryn Ann Pitone, D.O
'The glory of friendship is
not the outstretched hand,
nor the kindly smile nor
the joy of companionship;
it is the spiritual inspiration
that comes to one when he
discovers that someone else
believes in him and is willing
to trust him. "
Emerson
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Frank C. Pregler, D.O.
JlA^ C, f^U
I would like to thank everyone who has helped me
through medical school. I will always remember the
love and support that my parents gave to me. I am
also thankful to good friends who always stood by
me, even at Phillies games. But most of all I would
like to dedicate this to my wife Jane, who always said
I could do it, even though I thought I never could.
Good luck and may God bless everyone.
HUm
I would like to thank my family for their continued
love and support throughtout the years. I thank my
Creator and Redeemer- for in Him all things are
possible.
Incident On a Bridge, by Kerry Livgren
It began in the underground, with visions of light and sound
The music revealing the deepest passion
Around us a river raged, still I knew that the scene was staged
Awaiting the consequence, I don't believe in accidents
It's all too real, all the things we feel
A-s the years go by, things intensify
And I know, for each life there is a reason
And I know, for each life there is a season
Mow the bridge leads on to a brighter dawn, its waiting for me
We were tied by a bond of fate, in our hearts we could feel the weight
Carried along by the winds of fortune
The outcome was never known, and our purpose was never shown
'Til everything fell in place, the words on the wall we could not erase
Each piece is arranged, the puzzle's complete
Victory's taste is so bittersweet
no regrets for the time that was lost
For it all comes out in the end
A-nd the prize is worth all the tears that it cost
For the stairway you ascend
Drawing us near, it's where we belong
The world has a lot to give, but it's worthless if you don't live
And life only comes from the one who made it
When I look back and see the plan, when I retrace the race we ran
The course was so clear and true
Each bridge that we crossed led me straight to you
U
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Andrew Pumerantz, D.O.
/ shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence;
Two roads diverged in a wood, and
I—
I took the one less travelled by.
And that has made all the difference.
—Robert Frost
To Mom and Dad—thank you for your inspiration,
guidance and love. And to Jennifer, my best friend
—
thank you for your everlasting support, devotion and
love. We could only have done this together . . . the
best is yet to come!
jgg^i^
Sallyanne Pyle D.O.
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This page is dedicated to my family, especially my
parents, who believed in my dream and stood by me
to see that dream come true
Joshua Aaron Rabinowitz,
D.O.
Dust as we are, the immortal spirit grows
Litie harmony in music; there is a darii
Inscrutable workmanship that reconciles
Discordant elements, makes them cling together
In one society, how strange that all
The terrors, pains, and early miseries.
Regrets, vexatioins, lassitudes interfused
Within my mind, should e'er have borne a part.
And that a needful pari, in making up
The calm existance that is mine when I
am worthy of myself!
"The Prelude "
William Wordsworth
Thanks to my family for all your loving support and
guidance. I love you.
And Meg - thank you for your enduring faith in my
capabilities (and for writing my yearbook page).
Gary K. Ralph D.O.
^ ^^>^ do.
I wish to dedicate this page to my parents, who have
always supported me in my endeavors. Thank's Dad,
for teaching me about integrity and commitment.
And Mom, for showing me the wisdom of patience
and compassion. Thank you both, for your uncondi-
tional love and many sacrifices; without which, my
potential could never have been realized.
I love you,
Gary
.^ a...
^ Patrick J. Regan, D.O.
Margaret A. Reiley, D.O.
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A special thank you to
My family, for your support and encouragement
throughout all the years
My friends, for sharing both the laughter and the
tears
Especially to my Mom and Dad, whose strength and
love made it possible to attain my dream.
I love you a
Peggy
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Charles M. Richwine IV,
D.O.
Laura F. Robin, D.O.
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Robert R. Rodak, D.O.
Many thanks to my family:
My parents for their encouragement;
My brother. Randy, who paved the way;
Grandma Doucette— for she always i^new;
Especially my wife, Peggy, who I love and whose sup-
port was invaluable;
And our children, Sarah and Katie, for the never-
ending reminders that it is more important to be a
Dad than a doctor.
Yes girls, you can get your puppy now!!
^%f1
Regina A. Roman, D.O.
I'd like to thank my family and friends for all of their
LOVE and support through these past four years and
always.
Well I did it, I got that lousy
piece of paper !!!
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To my friends and family; You simply were the difference in my graduat-
ing medical school. I thankyou for your support and your sacrifice
through the years. AD ASTRA PER A5PER
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Susan M. Sabol, D.O.
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"It is only with the heart that one can see rightly;
what is essential is invisible to the eye."
Saint-Exupery
Thank you Lord, for your many gifts,
Thank you dear family; Mom, Dad, Anne, Paul, Eddie,
Marybeth and Lisa for your love, prayers and
friendship.
"My friend shall forever be my friend and reflect a ray
of God to me."
Thoreau
Cheers!
MWiiiWli WjL'^^'r^]
Ahh, the Great north,
Qods Country!

Herbert M. Schecter, D.O.
MMfc^ieamM'iii' ii'ivinvn m
Theodor M. Schnitzler,
D.O.
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Q. Jude Shadday, D.O.
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John I. Siekierka, D.O.
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JUST A WORD OF THAPiKS TO MY FAMILY, FRIEMDS
AMD SUZAnriE, WITHOUT AMY OF YOU AHD YOUR
SUPPORT THESE LAST FOUR YEARS WOULD NOT
HAVE BEEM POSSIBLE
David C. Silver, D.O.
What good is it if a man gains the whole world, yet
forfeits his soul?
What is more, I consider everything a loss compared
to the suprassing greatness of knowing Christ Jesus
my Lord, for whose sake I have lost all things. I
consider them rubbish that I Might gain Christ.
I am not ashamed of the gospel because it is the
power of God for the salvation of everyone who be-
lieves, first for the Jew, then for the Gentile.
However I consider my life worth nothing to me if only
I may finish the race, and complete the task the Lord
Jesus has given me, the task of testifying to the gos-
pel of God's grace.
-w-
Stephen Q. Smaldore,
D.O.
The fountains mingle witii tiie river
And the rivers with the ocean;
The winds of heaven mix forever
With a sweet emotion,-
nothing in the world is single;
All things by a law devine
In one spirit meet and mingle.
Why not 1 with thine?
See the mountains kiss high heaven.
And the waves clasp one another;
no sister-flower would be forgiven
If it disdained its brother;
And the sunlight clasps the earth.
And the moonbeams kiss the sea;
What are all these kissings worth
If thou kiss not me?
Percy Bysshe Shelley
i;-^
Well, Dad, I guess it is time
for that steak and
Lowenbrau!
Thanks Mom, Dad, Kellie, Sharon, and my
family and friends for the support emotion-
ally and . . . financially!
Love Steve
k
"Much is required from those to whom much is giv-
en, for their responsibility is greater ".
Luke 12:48
I dedicate this page and myself to God without whom
nothing that this page represents would have mean-
ing. TMAhKYOU to MY QRAriDPAREriTS for being ex-
amples of kindness in your daily lives. I miss you all;
MY PAREMTS my greatest gift from God. Plo words
can meet with your selflessness, love and endless
support; KEL and STEVE for being much more than
friends. You are family. Rhoda loves you!; LAURA for
our quiet little spots in the world; DAPI-O for your
spirituality and inspiration to continue to grow in
mine; CALIFORMIA . . . 3000 miles didn't do it!
Suzanne Smith-Elekes,
D.O.
C^:A{^<^/ULC0^)utLJjLd:<
Dave - You are my love, life, and inspiration. Thank
you for the unconditional love, encouragement,
and understanding. I have truly found a miracle in
you.
Family - Thank you for the love, support, and endless
sacrifices that have made this dream a reality. Be-
cause of you I am becoming what I've always want-
ed to become.
Qrandmon - Thank you for opening your home and
your heart. I hope I can always make you proud.
Friends - Thanks for the laughter and the friendship.
I LOVE YOU ALL!!!
L^nn^mOBOUBm
Steven L. Spivak, D.O.
To my parents, whose love, guidance, support,
and friendship have provided me with the strength
to achieve this goal . . . only the beginning
To my sister, Marybeth, who helped me to main-
tain my sense of humor
To Annie, with whom I hope to share it all
And of course, to those who paid the greatest price
1 LOVE YOU ALL!
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Deborah Stroz, D.O.
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My special family:
Your encouragement and support have been an infi-
nite source of strength for me. mom anddad.Thanl^s
for teaching me that "Tiothing is unobtainable" Billy.
You kept me laughing through it all; and my dearest
Mark: To many happy years of beautiful sunrises and
sunsets. Thank you for keeping everything in per-
spective. 1 love you all. Debbie
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Anna M. Supon, D.O.
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To my parents, whose unwavering support, love,
and patience have seen me through this journey
To Joe, Lisey, Justin, and Mike, whose love, friend-
ship, and sense of humor I cherish
And to Steven, who made the last four years so
much fun . . . this is only the beginning
L
Bemice R. Swain, D.O.
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Whither Thou Qoest
Whither Thou goest I will go
help me Lord, 1 pray
To walk this path You've chosen
Thru each and every day.
Each step You are beside me
When I stumble and may fall
Your loving hands will life me
As to You dear Lord, I call.
This path I walk has trials
And at times the sky turns gray
But whatever may befall me
Let me never turn away.
At the end I will find rapture
Everlasting life on high
This reward is for His faithful
And it will not be denied.
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Kurt K. Thomas D.O.
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Dedicated to the memory of my father, Thomas W.
Thomas
To all my family and friends, I would like to express
my sincerest thanks for your guidance and support.
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Paul D. Thomas, D.O.
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A very special thank you to my family and my friends
for your endless generosity, kindness, love, and sup-
port. I love you all.
May God protect you from all evil, harm, and sick-
ness, and grant you health and mercifully pour fourth
Thy bountiful blessings upon you.
L
My dog. Velvet Vcchnaja
Pamjat"
Anthony P. Trebino, D.O.
WiMtmi Nw&i Quit.
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On Call — Laporte, Pa.
John M. Treven, D.O.
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Craig Turner, D.O.
To my beautiful and loving wife, without whose en-
during devotion and countless sacrifices, this day
would not have been. Your steadfast support and
belief in me have made my life's dream and our
future together possible. The pride you have in me
today could never match the joy 1 have living my life
with you.
And to my son, Douglas, I would gladly give this day
up to have you back with us for just one more hour,
but the time we had together will have to last us a
lifetime. You will always be loved and never forgot-
ten. 1 love you both, Craig.
1 would like to dedicate this page to my Mother and Father for their
moral (and especially financial) support. Mom, your gentleness
and warm smile 111 hold dear forever. Dad, your wisdom and good
nature have steered my life in the right direction and wfill allow me
to become the best physician 1 can be.
To my friends, thanks for keeping me laughing when things were
tough. The memories of our great times wall carry me through the
rest of my career. May we have many more.
Finally but most importantly to my wrife Debbie who has been by
my side from the start. Honey, thank you for your dedication and
above all for your love.
.... Being apart ain't easy on this love affair
Two strangers learn to fall in love again
1 get the joy of rediscovering you
Oh girl you stand by me
I'm forever yours, ever yours
Faithfully
Bad to the Bone Love at first sight
jH^'
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Anne Vassallo, D.O.
(pm^ VAMaMP'dl.
This page is dedicated to my family; for with their
love, support, encouragement and understanding
this dream has become a reality. THAriK-YOU.
\...
To My Family:
Thank you for your constant encouragement, en-
thusiasm, and love. I couldn't have done it without
you.
To Betsy:
I'm so glad that we could share these years and
pull through them together. You always make me
happy and 1 look forward to spending my life with
you Hove you!
Keith A. Waddle, D.O.
Aix:tfc4- (jOadMp ^.o
Ny dream has become reality. The goal which 1 have
had since childhood now can be shared with those
who have given me the confidence to succeed. I dedi-
cate this page to my father and mother, my in-laws,
and to my loving wife and children. Without your
continued support this endeavor would have never
been possible.
John R. Walsh D.O.
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I have been the greatest gifts
"Go placidly amid the noise and haste, and remem-
ber what peace there may be in silence. Keep inter-
ested in your own career, however humble; it is a real
possession in the changing fortunes of time. "
Anonymous
A person who was willing to nurture my ambitions,
. . . The ever present companionship of ma/?/ bothers cared enough to criticize, and became my best friend
and sisters and everlasting love.
Occasional peace of mind . . . Loving parents who recognize and support their
children's dreams
Carl T. Wenzel, D.O.
(jiJil- ^Jk^ 9-0.
1) Dear Terry, Thanks for all the love, support and
encouragement you have given me over the last
four years. I will love you always.
2) Dear Mom and Dad, A son could not have been
blessed with any parents greater than you.
3) My daughter Danielle, You are one of the most
beautiful treasures in my life.
4) Dave and Shell, Best of friends we w\\ always be.
5) Dear Joe, riot only brothers, but friends by choice.
6) Pop, Terry and 1 could never have made it without
you.
1^
Lawrence A. Wieger, D.O.
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To DAD - I wish you could be here to share the
moment we both waited so long for.
To MOM - Thanks for your love, guidance, and sup-
port throughout all the years.
To MICHELLE - Thanks for everything- your never-
ending love, your constant support, for being a wife
and a friend.
To FAMILY and FRIEPiDS - Thanks for being there in
good times and in bad.
Robert W. Wilkeson, D.O
/ ,. /iH^.ri' yJ.u......
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My heartfelt thanks to those who stayed beside me
all along the way - nancy, you're my motivation,
strength, my friend and love. We've been through it
all together and the future can hold only the best.
You deserve nothing less. I love you! To Dad, Mom,
Martin & Margaret - your love and support is greatly
appreciated. To Aunt Peg & Uncle Bill - for your wis-
dom and faith. God bless you both. To Sonny, my
inspiration, I miss you and know you would be proud.
To Dr. & Mrs. Wisely, for your counsel, strength and
generosity. I am forever indebted. To Keith, Larry and
the rest of the 'gang " - thanks for your help and
friendships. To PCOM - I am grateful for the
opportunity.
b-.'i '^
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Mark W. Wingel, D.O.
Mom and Dad, for your love, support, and concern these past four
years. You fiave shared my ups and downs, and were always there
when I needed you. Your patience, caring, and enduring values
have been a constant source of inspiration and strength, and 1
couldn't have done it vinthout you. 1 love you both.
Bob, for getting my mind off of the books now and then, and for
being my good friend, as well as my brother.
Debbie, for the love and laughter of the past three years. You have
shown me how beautiful the world can be. Your understanding,
gentleness and support have made these the best years of my life.
You have always understood so completely, because you have
been there yourself. Most of all, thank you for a future 1 know will
be filled with happiness and love. 1 love you very much.
^^mgg
Susan L. Wolfe, D.O.
^A PHYSICIArf's PP^YER
LORD, THOU GREAT PHYSIClAPi, I KPIEEL BEFORE
THEE.
SinCE EVERY GOOD AhD PERFECT GIFT MUST
COME FROM THEE, I PRAY:
GIVE SKILL TO MY HAMD, CLEAR VlSIOPi TO MY
MiriD, KinoriESS ahd
SYMPATHY TO MY HEART.
GIVE ME SiriGLEMESS OF PURPOSE, STREPiGTH
TO LIFT AT LEAST PART
OF THE BURDEn OF MY SUFFERIPIG FELLOWMAH,
AMD A TRUE REALIZATIOH
OF THE RARE PRIVILEGE THAT IS MIPIE.
TAKE FROM MY HEART ALL GUILE AHD
WORLDLIHESS THAT WITH THE
SIMPLE FAITH OF A CHILD I MAY RELY OM THEE.
AMEfi

"Destiny is not a matter ofctiance but ofctioice; it is
not a tiling to be waited for, but a thing to be
aciiieved.
"
Wiliiam Jennings Bryan
"Shiould medicine ever fulfili its greatest ends, it
must enter the larger poiiticai and social life of our
time, it must indicate the barriers which obstruct the
normal completion ofthe life cycle and remove them.
Should this ever come to pass, medicine, whatever it
may be, will become the common good of all. "
Rudolf Virchow
MOM, DAD, and MARCI: I love you and
thank you for nuturing and supporting
me each day of my life.
TO MY FAMILY AND FRIEPIDS: Thank
you for sharing the happy times and the
struggles. My heart and soul extends to
all of you who have shared in my life.
Sharon L. Zellis
:^w:.^.v^ <i. Z-LiOo^ T^.O:^
Mom and Dad,
Thank you for providing me with endless opportuni-
ties and unyielding support.
I love you both!!
Well the last four years just seem like a blurr now.
1988 is finally here! i would just like to thank my
mother, father and family for providing the greatest
environment and all of the loving support and under-
standing that kept me moving ahead as an under-
graduate at Penn, and finally as a medical school
student at PCOM. I couldn't have done it without
them. I would also like to thank my girlfriend, Carol,
who always provided those necessary words of com-
forting encouragement. I love you all.
Additionally, 1 would like to thank PCOM and all of
the physicians who I came in contact with during my
medical education for their efforts on my behalf. I
finally made it! To my peers in the Class of 1988 . . .
"Good Luck to all and I want you all to know that it's
been tough being caught in second place ..."
•,f
Clifford Q. Dorf
"It is not the critic who counts, not the man who
points out where the strong man stumbled or where
the doer of deeds could have done them better. The
credit belongs to the man who is actually in the are-
na; whose face is marred by dust and sweat and
blood; who errs and comes up short again and again;
who knows the great enthusiasms, the great devo-
tions, and spends himself in a worthy cause; who at
the best knows in the end the triumph of high
achievement; and who at worst, if he fails, at least
fails while daring greatly; so that his place shall never
be with those timid souls who know neither defeat
nor victory!"
F.D. Roosevelt
^ A J^ M,
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"You cannot separate passion from patholo-
gy any more than you can separate a person's
spirit from his body. Think of a particular per-
son's spirit and. Presto! it is immediately incor-
porated. It has the size and shape of his body.
The flesh is the spirit thickened. Qaze long
enough at your patients, and from even the dri-
est husk there will fly upward a shower of sparks
that, to him who gazes, will coalesce into a little
flame. "
From Letters To A Young Doctor
by Richard Selzer
riot Pictured:
John Bamber,
D.O.
Robert Hudrick,
D.O.
messm
Tomorrow you are an intern. You will work both
night and day. You will be tired, 1 know, and I don't
want any more of that kind of tired. An intern, like a
poet, is at the disposal of his night. The more one
drinks of the night, the more one thirsts for the
light of day. This is as true for the doctor as it is for
the insomniac. Still, there is something to be said
for working at night in a hospital. The extemal
glare of daytime is gone, and one is permeated by
a wave of darkness. How the ritual of healing is
more naturally practiced. For so many years I have
been patrolling these night corridors with the
lamplight creepingjust ahead from room to room,
illuminating wounds that are faces, faces that are
wounds. As though 1 were a sentry pacing out the
border between home and a wild country. You
must remember when you are tired and it is late at
night, when the patients ask whether you are a real
doctor or an intern, that it is at night when most
people make love. It is night that dismantles the
barricade to the heart."
From: Letters To A Young Doctor
by Richard Selzer
MRiPHflililliiiWiP
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EPILOGUE
now, after many years of caring for the sick,
I sometimes ttiinli on tiow it all began
and tiow I undertooli ttie ancient craft
ttiat tiad its origin in ctiant and rite,
in tribal shamans, augurs, oracles, and priests,
apothecaries, alchemists, and quacks.
This is the lineage I lived each day
in varied acts some men are pleased to call
|
-
a science,
God has been very good to me |
in granting some small feeling for my art,
for untried knowledge is a fickle friend, ||
A current fact is often next year's myth
since what we ''know" is sometimes less than true,
while what we need to know compounds itself,
accumulates at rates of usury
such as to beggar us, our mouths agape.
';tr-
The years bring obsolescence to us all.
An old man values as patina
what is rust and crumble at his age;
the pride of old achievement lasts too long,
and art, unaided, makes for charlatans.
To blend a timeless craft with knowledge is
supreme; then wisdom slowly grows with time,
like coral, quietly beneath the waves,
builds islands in a far-horizoned sea.
id
Samuel Stems







THE STUDEPiT COUFiCIL MEMORIAL AWARD and SIGMA ALPHA OMI-
CROri for attaining tiie higiiest scholastic average in didactic study:
Russell Carlisle Hess
THE DEAMS AWARD for contributions to student affairs and to the general
program of P.C.O.M.:
John Richard Qimpel
Sallyanne Pyle
Paul Steven Zeitz
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATIOM AWARD for high caliber of professional duties
in the hospital services:
John Richard Qimpel
THE QALEPi S. YOUHQ, SR., D.O. AWARD for exceptional interest and
ability in surgery:
Patrick Luke Elliot
THE WILBUR P. LUTZ, D.O. MEMORIAL AWARD for proficiency in physical
diagnosis:
Jan S. Ferris
Andrew Steven Pumerantz
THE DEAn ARTHUR M. FLACK AND BELLE B. FLACK MEMORIAL AWARD
for proficiency in internal medicine:
Wayne Thomas Jones
Sharon Lynne Zellis
THE H. WILLARD STERRETT, D.O. AND H. WILLARD STERRETT JR., D.O.
MEMORIAL AWARD for proficiency in urology:
John Law/rence Damiani
THE WILLIAM F. DAIBER, D.O. MEMORIAL AWARD for excellence in
cardiology:
Maria Ann DePolo
THE FREDERICK H. BARTH MEMORIAL AWARD for excellence in pulmo-
nary diseases:
Laurence John Anderson
THE JOHN H. EIMERBRINK, D.O. MEMORIAL AWARD for exceptional abili-
ty in Osteopathic manipulative therapy:
Barry John Burton
THE DR. THOMAS M. ROWLAND, JR. SCHOLAR-ATHLETE AWARD for aca-
demic and athletic excellence:
Michael Joseph Larkin
THE JESSE M. YOUNG MEMORIAL AWARD for exceptional service to the
community or college:
Angela Marie Adelizzi
THE POMA OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD:
Scott Alvin McNeal
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OSTEOPATHIC OATH
I do hereby affirm my loyalty to the profession I am about to enter.
! will be mindful always of my great responsibility to preserve the health
and the life of my patients, to retain their confidence and respect both as a
physician and a friend who will guard their secrets with scrupulous honor
and fidelity, to perform faithfully my professional duties, to employ only
those methods of treatment consitant with good judgement and with my
skill and ability, keeping in mind always nature's laws and the body's inher-
ent capacity for recovery.
I will be ever vigilant in aiding in the general welfare of the community,
sustaining its laws and institutions, not engaging in those practices which
will in any way bring shame or discredit upon myself or my profession. I will
give no drugs for deadly purposes to any person, though it be asked of me.
I will endeavor to work in accord with my colleagues in a spirit of progres-
sive cooperation, and never by word or by act cast imputations upon them of
their righful practices.
will look with respect and esteem upon all those who have taught me my
art. To my college I will be loyal and strive always for its best interests and
for the interests of the students who will come after me. I will be ever alert to
further application of basic biologic truths to the healing arts and to develop
the principles of osteopathy which were first enunciated by Andrew Taylor
Still.
^•r
HIPPOCRATIC OATH
I swear by Apollo Physician and Asclepios and Hygeia and Panacea and all
the gods and goddesses, making them my witnesses, that I will fulfill accord-
ing to my ability and judgement this oath and covenant:
To hold him who has taught me this art as equal to my parents and to live
my life in partnership with him, and if he is in need of money to give him a
share of mine, and to regard his offspring as equal to my brothers in male
lineage and to team them this art - if they desire to learn it - without fee and
convenant; to give a share of precepts and oral instruction and all the other
learning to my sons and to the sons of him who has instructed me and to
pupils who have signed the covenant and have taken an oath according to
the medical law, but to no one else.
I will apply dietetic measures for the benefit of the sick according to my
ability and judgement; I will keep them from harm and injustice.
I will neither give a deadly drug to anybody if asked for it, nor will I make a
suggestion to this effect. Similarly, I will not give to a woman an abortive
remedy. In purity and holiness I will guard my life and my art.
I wall not use the knife, not even on sufferers of the stone, but will withdraw
in favor of such men as are engaged in this work.
Whatever houses I may visit, I w/ill come for the benefit of the sick,
remaining free of all intentional injustice, of all mischief, and in particular of
sexual relations with both female and male persons, be they free or slaves.
What I may see or hear in the course of treatment or even outside the
treatment in regard to the life of men, which on no account one must spread
abroad, I will keep to myself, holding such things shameful to be spoken
about.
If I fulfill this oath and do not violate it, may it be granted to me to enjoy
life and art, being honored with fame among all men for all time to come; if I
transgress it and swear falsely, may the opposite of all this be my lot.





Angela M. AdeMzzi
Michael Q. Allison
Christine Anderson
MaryAnn Andriole
Larry J. Anderson
Stephen Anthony
Debra Attinello-Dunleavy
Michael r. Avallone
Jerry R. Valentine
John J. Bamber
David Bargainnier
Eric P. Barren
F. Scott BarUow
Mark D. Beyer
Kenneth R. Bill
William BilsKi
Bradley Bisk
Kellie Bobbitt
Stanley Bohlnski
Bruce Bradley
Arthur Braunwetl
Michael Briggs
William Brlglta
Robert Brislin
Maria Bucco
JoAnn Burke
Barry J. Burton
Jacqueline Cain
Kathryn Campanella
Paul Caracappa
Olenn Camicelli
Laura Carpenter
Phil Catert>one
Elizabeth Cerva
Michael Cesare
Paul Chemello
Carman Ciervo
Joseph Cipriano
James Clarke
Kevin Clawson
Russell Clayton
Qenlne Consagra
Todd Cousins
Steven Cowan
Thomas Cullen
Daniel Cuscela
Michael D'Ambrosio
John Damlanl
Carmine D'Amlco
John D'Andrea
nicholas Dardes
Meal Davis
David Deitz
Mark DeMasi
Michael DePaolo
Maria A. DePolo
Scott Dorfher
Jon A. Dubin
John J. Dunlop
Patrick Elliott
Thomas Ellis
Donald Crb
Donna Farrell
Jan Ferris
James Flerro
Timothy Fiorillo
Ronald Flshel
Elizabeth Fitzgerald
Philip Fmdak
William Furey
John Qaffhey
Michael Qaugier
James Qentlle
David Qerman
Jennifer Qlardina
John Qimpel
Laura Qiroski
Cora Qoodman
Amle Qordon
William Qrimm
Derek Grossman
Steven Qrube
John Hamaty
Qene Harris
Joseph Heck
Lorri Mendon
Ronald Herb
Maria Merrada
Russell Hess
James Higgins
Daniel Hllbrich
Kenneth House
Robert Hudrick
Paris Hughes
Jody Hutson
Lillian Hwee
Dennis Incorvatl
Valerie Jewells
David Johns
Wayne Jones
Susan Kaufman
Karel Keiter
Joi Kieckhafer
Gregory Kimble
Teresa Klansek
OMCF
St. Joseph's
OMCF
Allentown Osteopathic
OMCF
OMCF
Allentown Osteopathic
OMCF
St. Joseph's
Metropolitan Parkview
Lancaster Community
St. Joseph's
Regional Hospital
Lewistown Hospital
JFK/Saddle Brook
Riverside
Warren General
St Joseph's
OMCF
Central Medical Center
OMCF
Lewistown Hospital
JFK
Allentown Osteopathic
Mercy Catholic
OMCF
OMCF
Union Memorial
OMCF
Delaware Valley
Millcreek
Botsford General
St, Francis
Suburban General
York Memorial
Suburban General
OMCF
Suburban General
Suburban General
Metropolitan Central
Delaware Valley
Flrelands Community
Millcreek
Metropolitan Parkview
Suburban General
University of Rochester
MCF
Detroit Osteopathic
Millcreek
Metropolitan Springfield
St. Joseph's
Allentown Osteopathic
Central Medical
JFK
Allentown Osteopathic
OMCF
Metropolitan Central
Polyclinic Medical Center
Warren General
Letterman Army Med. Center
JFK
Metropolitan Springfield
OMCF
Mid Hudson
Riverside
Metropolitan Springfield
Metro Health Center
OMCP
Delaware Valley
University General
JFK
Lancaster Community
Allentown Osteopathic
York Memorial
JFK
OMCF
St. Joseph's
OMCP
Delaware Valley
Mercy Catholic
Michigan Community
Metro Health Center
Metropolitan Central
St. Barnabas
St. Joseph's
Eastmoreland Hospital
Metropolitan Springfield
St. Luke's
Suburban General
Jacksonville naval
Methodist Hospital
Grandvlew
St. Joseph's
Bryn Mawr
Metropolitan Springfield
Conemaugh Valley
Doctors Hospital
Central Medical
Conemaugh Valley
Metro Health Center
Millcreek
Community General
Pacific Hospital
Community General
Community General
m
Richard Knebel
John Knepper
Alexander Kovanko
William Kracht
Stephen Kushner
Bryan LaBuda
Jeffrey Langbeln
Michael Larkin
Timothy Lavin
Diane Lazur
Pamela Lepera
Anthony Levin
Ronald Liebemian
Eric Llpnack
Randy Lltman
Pamela London
Christopher Lucas
Pasquale Luciano
Ronald Lutes
Allan McLeod
James MacMlllan
Scott Mcneal
Marie Mardl
Melanie Marshall
Mark Masteller
Frank Meeteer
MIchele Mlsher-Hanis
Jeanette Morrison
Joel Morton
Marta Motel
Mary Murphy
Lori Musto
John Myers
Brian Hester
Donna nitka
Joseph novak
Michael Olenginskl
Lisa Olson
Joseph O rieill
Amy Orloff-Kurzrok
Robert Ormanoski
John Pagnotto
Anthony Palmisano
Qregory Papadeas
Rot>ert Pearistein
Martin Penetar
John Penlston
Frank FIccionI
Wayne Pinover
Kathryn Pitone
Frank Pregler
Richard Prisuta
Andrew Pumerantz
Sallyanne Pyle
Joshua Rabinowjtz
Qary Ralph
Patrick Regan
Margaret Relliy
Chuck Rlchwine
Laura Robin
Robert Rodak
Lisa Rogge
Regina Roman
Debra Ross
Corlnne Ruggiero
John Ruskey
Susan Sabol
Marianne Santlonl
Anthony Saracen)
Herbert Schecter
Theodore Schnltzier
O. Jude Shadday
John Sleklerka
David Silver
Stephen Smaldore
Lori Smith
Suzanne Smlth-Clekes
Steve Splvak
Catherine Spratt
Debbie Stroz
Anna Supon
Bern Ice Swain
Qary Thomas
Kurt Thomas
Paul Thomas
Anthony Trebino
John Treven
Craig Tumer
Edward UbertI
Anne VaSiallo
Thoma* Voyc
Kcllh Waddle
John Walsh
Cart Wenzcl
Lawrence Welger
Robert Wllkcson
Mark Wlntjel
^uun Woir«!
Mward /s\f)^
Paul Zcltz
5haron Zellls
Robert Zimmerman
Metropolitan Central
naval Hospital
Warren General
Elgin Air Force Hospital
St. Josephs
Central Medical
Metropolitan Farkwew
St. Joseph's
Metro Health Center
York Memorial
St. Joseph's
Metropolitan Parkview
Metropolitan Central
OMCP
Allentown Osteopathic
Delaware Valley
Metropolitan Parkview
Metropolitan Parkview
OMCP
OMCP
Community General
St. Joseph's
Community General
St. Joseph's
Mil Icreek
JFK
Metropolitan Springfield
OMCP
Delaware Valley
Delaware Valley
Delaware Valley
Suburban General
Lancaster Community
Metropolitan Central
Clarion Osteopathic
Community General
Suburban General
Metropolitan Springfield
OMCP
Metropolitan Springfield
York Memorial
Lancaster Community
Allentown Osteopathic
Garden City
Suburban General
Shenango Valley
Delaware Valley
JFK
OMCP
JFK
Metro Health Center
OMCP
Metropolitan Springfield
Med. College of Virginia
Metropolitan Central
Metropolitan Springfield
Allentown Osteopathic
OMCP
Community General
Metropolitan Springfield
Sun Coast
Delaware Valley
Metropolitan Parkview
Metropolitan Parkview
Community General
Thomas Jefferson
Allentown Osteopathic
Union Hospital
OMCP
AtlanUc City
Riverside
OMCP
Metropolitan Parkview
OMCP
St. Joseph's
St. Joseph's
OMCP
St, Joseph s
Delaware Valley
OMCP
St. Joseph's
Massachusetts Osteopathic
Conemaugh Valley
York Memorial
Allentown Osteopathic
Delaware Valley
Lancaster Community
Suburban General
Shenango Valley
York Memorial
OMCP
JFK
Metropolitan Springfield
Metropolitan Parkview
Community General
D.D, tlscnhower
OMCP
Jf'K
Mercy Hospital
Richmond Heights
OMCP
OMCP
Delaware Valley
:^5^_
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The Boards Of Trustees And
Administration
Of Osteopatliic Medical Center Of
Pliiladelphia
And Pliiladelpia College Of
Osteopathic Medicine
Wish To Extend Their Congratulations
To The
Class Of 1988
J. Sydney Hoffman, Chairman
Glenn J. Hoffman, Vice Chairman
J. Peter Tilley, D.O., President
Herbert B. Boulden, Executive Vice President-
Vice President for Corporate Finance and Treasurer
Joseph A. Dieterle, D.O., Dean
Alan M. Zuckerman, Vice President for Corporate Planning
William J. Hickey, Ph.D., Secretary
Joseph A. Ackil, D.O.
Joseph Q. Duncan
Daick Eeith
Honorable Abraham J. Qafni
Sabina K. Hankin
Ruth E. Purdy, D.O.
Domenic A. DeBias, Ph.D.
Robert C. Ervvin, D.O.
Gerald A. Gleeson
Herbert M. Linsenberg
Wendell W. Young, 111
Melvin C. Howell
Richard S. Koch, D.O.
Herman Kohn, D.O.
C. Gerard Kramer
Theodore P. Mauer, D.O.
Galen S. Young, Sr., D.O.
Robert L. Meals, D.O.
Charles J. Reilly
Baron Rowland
Reed Speer, D.O.
James Reid, D.O.
A. Aline Swift, D.O.
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Congratulations
To The Class of 1988
And To The
Third Dr. William Furey
To
Graduate From
P.C.O.M.
m i nt m; im
WE ARE ALL
SO PROUD OF YOU !
ANNETTE
MOM ft DAD
NANA ft AUNT MY
JIM
TONI, CHARLES ft JAMIL
Looking FOR A TOP
NOTCH TRAINING
PROGRAM...
IN A PROFESSIONAL AND
CARING ENVIRONMENT?
Parkview Hospital offers ten internships,
and residencies in anesthesioloov
JACK,
SINCERE COriQRATULATIOnS, LOVE, APID BEST
WISHES FROM ALL OF US. WE ARE VERY PROUD OF
YOU AMD WISH YOU LOTS OF SUCCESS AMD
HAPPinESS.
MOM AND DAD WALSH
general practice, general surgery,
obstetrics/gynecology, orthopedic
surgery, pediatrics, proctology, and
radiology. A 130-bed, AOA-approved
acute care facility. Parkview combines
personal attention with a progressive
atmosphere for learning. For more
information contact:
H.W. Rutschow, D.O., D.M.E.
1920 Porkwood Avenue • Toledo, Ohio 43624
(419) 242-0332
To Jeffrey A. Langbein
And Amie Gordon Langbein
With All Our Love,
STUART AFiD MOM
-1
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Riverside Hospital is pl(
approved internsliips a
general practic
H
Riverside
Qufl/ily Qare
An Osteopatt
P.O. Box 845 • Wilmington
^^uW^-
he
Df 1988
jased to offer six A.O.A.
id two A.O.A. approved
e residencies.
t
Hospital
Ziose To Home
ic Inslilution
DE 19899 •(302) 764-6120
Cosmetic Siirgcn- Skin Tanccr Rcconslniclion
JIaiul SurgeiT Hrcusl Rcconslniclion
Ted S. Eisenberg, D.O.
Plastic and ReconstnicUvc Surgcr\-
2705 Dclvill) Pike
iai;H-.\\y,,minKAvc. Suite 3()2
ITiila, I'A I9I24 =": Xcmslinvn, I'.\ 1<)4()1
(21n) 289- 194/1 or HEAflT-H
Best Of Luck To The
Class Of 1988
And To The Upcoming
Classes Of 89 And '90
Best Wishes
DR. ALBERT F. D'ALOnZO
And
DR. BRUCE KORNBERQ
DEAR DOCTORS:
on BEHALF OF THE ALUMPIl ASSOCIATIOH OF PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICinE, COPI-
GRATULATIOnS OME AMD ALL!
WE WELCOME YOU AS ALUMni WITH COMPLIMEFITARY MEMBERSHIP FOR YOUR FIRST FULL YEAR AS A D.O.
IF THERE IS EVER AnYTHINQ WE CAN DO FOR YOU, PLEASE CALL US.
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
RICHARD DARBY, D.O. '62
LOUIS WM. MARTini, D.O. '58
ALBERT F. D'ALOPiZO, D.O. '56
FREDERICK R. MELHORM, D.O. '56
ROBERT J. FUREY, D.O. '52
GALEN S. YOUNG, SR., D.O. '35
HALE T. PEFFALL, JR.
PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT-ELECT
PAST PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
DIRECTORS
HARRISON F. ALDRICH, D.O. '61 (UNITY, MAINE)
A. KENNETH CIONGOLI, D.O. '68 (BURLINGTON, VT)
JOSEPH M. PELLETTIERE, D.O. '48 (BROOKLYN, NY)
JAMES P. TIERNEY, D.O. '64 (MASPETH, NY)
ALEXANDER E. RODI, D.O. '58 (HAMMONTON, NJ)
MICHAEL SUTULA, D.O. '59 (UNION, NJ)
ROBERT S. MAURER, D.O. '62 (EDISON, NJ)
FRANCIS J. CINELLI, D.O. '58 (BANGOR, PA)
ALFRED R. D'ANGELO, D.O. '79 (RED LION, PA)
C. GLEN KRAMER, D.O. '66 (QUAKERTOWN, PA)
A. ARCHIE FEINSTEIN, D.O. '42 (SPRINGFIELD, PA)
WILLIAM R. HENWOOD, D.O. '76 (SHARON, PA)
ANTHONY A. MINISSALE, D.O. '61 (PHILADELPHIA, PA)
JOHN M. FERRETTI, II, D.O. '73 (ERIE, PA)
RICHARD M. COUCH, D.O. '54 (SEMINOLE, FL)
JOHN A. CIFALA, D.O. '45 (ARLINGTON, VA)
LOUIS r. AMALFITANO, D.O. '54 (DETROIT, Ml)
PAT C, DITOMMASO, D.O. '80 (GIRARD, OH)
DAVID A. BITONTE, D.O. '80 (ALLIANCE, OH)
HENRY J. COLEMAN, D.O. '72 (HIGHLAND PARK, MI)
RICHARD 5. KOCH, D.O. '38 (OLYMPIA, WA)
MURRAY H. COHEN, D.O. '58 (PHOENIX, AZ)
JAMES H. BLACK, D.O. '62 (JAPAN) CAPTAIN, U.S. NAVY
NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT
NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT
NEW YORK DISTRICT
NEW YORK DISTRICT
NEW JERSEY DISTRICT
NEW JERSEY DISTRICT
NEW JERSEY DISTRICT
PENNSYLVANIA DISTRICT
PENNSYLVANIA DISTRICT
PENNSYLVANIA DISTRICT
PENNSYLVANIA DISTRICT
PENNSYLVANIA DISTRICT
PENNSYLVANIA DISTRICT
PENNSYLVANIA DISTRICT
MIDDLE ATL. & SOUTHERN DISTRICT
MIDDLE ATL. & SOUTHERN DISTRICT
MIDDLE WEST DISTRICT
MIDDLE WEST DISTRICT
MIDDLE WEST DISTRICT
MIDDLE WEST DISTRICT
FAR WEST DISTRICT
FAR WEST DISTRICT
MILITARY DISTRICT
i
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Congratulations And
Success
Michael Cesare, D.O.
Love,
MOM AND DAD
BRIAN
JAMIE
QEnE
CHELSEA
JOHN DAVID
smB seamsta^ «3«*^r^l^
Sun Coast Hospital
InTouchWithi^Life
Located on the beautiful Gulf Coast of Florida,
Sun Coast Hospital, a family-centered, 300-bed facility, is
dedicated to serving and supporting all of our referring
physicians. And, as an osteopathic, teaching hospital, we
are committed to providing comprehensive medical care
in an environment that encourages the physical health and
emotional well-being of our physicians' patients.
For More Information:
Contact our Medical Education Department at
(813) 586-7103
Our Full Range of Family Care Services
includes:
Emergency Care Center 586-7120
Senior Services (SeniorMed) 584-7860
Family Childbirth & Children's
Services 581-9474
Center for Problem Resolution 586-7118
Center for Stress & Emotional
Disturbances 586-7145
The Cancer Program 586-7151
Center for Health Promotion
(Cardiac /Pulmonary Rehab) 584-1683
Center for Speech & Hearing 585-1156
Day Surgery Center 586-7104
For information on other services 581-9474
2025 Indian Rocks Road
Largo, Florida lAGAA
Sun Coast Hospital.
.
in touch with life!
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Congratulations and Best Wishes for a Successflii Future
To The Class of 1988
"Feel the dignity of a child
Do not feel superior to him,
for you are not"
Robert Henri
Department of Pediatrics
Carl A. Qiombetti, D.O., Chairman
Robert Berger, D.O., Vice Chairman
Steven M. Snyder, D.O.
A. Faye Rogers-Lomax, D.O.
John P. Bruno, D.O.
Rosemary Vickers, D.O.
Pediatric Residents
Department Personnel
Delaware Valley Medical Center
200 Oxford Valley Road
Langhome, PA 19047
(215) 750-3000
SERVIMQ LOWER BUCKS COUtiTY, 30 MILES FROM PHILADELPHIA, PEMriSYLVAniA
Emergency Medicine
General Practice
General Surgery
Externships
Approved for Intern Training
Residencies:
• Ophthalmology
• Orthopedic Surgery
• Pathology
• Internal Medicine
Memberships:
' American Osteopathic Association
' American Osteopathic Hospital Association
' Delaware Valley Hospital Council
' Hospital Association of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Osteopathic Hospital Association
Harry Glass, D.O.
President
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Rocco Mastricolo
CHIEF OPERATIMQ OFFICER
Peter A. Molle, D.O.
MEDICAL DIRECTOR/DME
Morris 1. Rossman, D.O.
President, Medical Staff
r.F'c-jr-n^
mCarl Kodroff, D.O. PCOM '56
E. riorman Weiss, D.O. Pcom '72
Maria Limberakis, D.O. PCOM '80
Ralph D. Mazzochetti, D.O. PCOM '85
The Physicians of
Bustleton Medical Center
Would lii^e to congratulate all
the students of the
Class of 1988
Especially the following students
who served on a rotation at
Bustleton Medical Center
Suzanne Smith
William Briglia
Pasquale Luciano
Gary K. Ralph
Michael Avallone
Debra Ross
Bustleton Medical Center
9601 Bustleton Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa. 19115
i
PAMELA A. LEFERA, D.O.
To Doctor Pam
From all of us.
Mom and Dad and Mare.
We watched you grow with love.
Kindness and with care.
All of us want to share with you.
Tommy and Angle too -
Tony and Jeanette, just to name a few.
Qrandmom Dunlap and Uncle Jim,
Emil and Rita Mae,
Our congratulations to you on Graduation
Day.
We love you Doctor Pam, and are proud of
you.
We ask the Lord above.
To make all your dreams come true.
To Our Son, CARMAN A. CIERVO, JR.
Follow your dream, take one step at a time.
For only on top can we see the whole view;
can we see what we've done and what we can do.
Love,
Mom a? Dad
Congratulations
To The
Class Of 1988
DR. AMD MRS. PHILIP
PEARLSTEin
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Congratulations
j
Class Of 1988! i
QEriERAL PRACTICE DEPARTMEnT
P.C.O.M.
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CONQRATULATIOriS
DR. CFIAIQ FRAnKLIN TURNER
We all love you and are proud of you.
Best wishes for your future success.
Break a leg!!
Joy
John
Holly, Kevin and
Drew
Mother
Bart and
Dana
Brett and
Krista
Mark and
Qina
You've worked hard to
attain your dream. I
am very very proud of
you.
ALL MY LOVE,
Suzanne
PATROnS:
Mr. And Mrs. Raymond Marcil
Mr. And Mrs. Henry W. Mutson
Dearest Jacqueline,
Every Day We're More Aware Of How Much You Mean
To Us And How Very Much We Love You.
Today Seems Like The Perfect Time To Remind You
Of How Very Proud We've Always Been.
May God Be i^ear You As You Continue To Care For
Those In Meed.
Love,
MOM AMD DAD
CONGRATULATIONS
DR. HENRY A. D'ALONZO ASSOCIATES
HENRY A. D'ALONZO, D.O.
GENERAL, THORACIC, VASCULAR SURGERY
AND ENDOSCOPY
TWO BALA PLAZA
SUITE IL-1 709 RIOHTER'S MILL RD.
BALA CYNWYD, PA 19004 NARBERTH. PA 19072
(215) GC8-13C7 (215) 607-9828
HPCOM 581-6000
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Congratulations And Best Wishes To
The Class Of 1988
DEPARTMEnX OF
OTOmiiriOLARYnQOLOQY AND
FACIAL PLASTIC SURGERY
Theodore P. Mauer, D.O., F.O.C.O.O., Chairman & Professor
Martin S. rieifield, D.O.
Ronald n. Reinhard, D.O.
Robert V. Qiuliano, D.O.
Lynne Sumerson, D.O.
David Qranoff, D.O.
Vytas Silunas, D.O.
Ronald Kirschner, D.O.
Bernard McDonnell, D.O.
Abby Bradkin, D.O.
Paul Imber, D.O.
Resident Staff
Joseph Hemer, D.O.
Benjamin Chack, D.O.
Stephen Dorf, D.O.
Claude DiMarco, D.O.
Edward Tomkin, D.O.
Joseph Olekszyck, D.O.
Richard Mickle, D.O.
Roy Stoller, D.O.
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Congratulations
Class Of 1988
niCK AMD
RUTH I (LUTES)
YARTin
"With The Qift Of Listening
Comes The Qift Of Healing"
Donald L. Erb, D.O.
Congratulations To
Our Dear Son, Don.
We Are Always Proud
Of You.
Love,
MOM ATiD DAD
Congratulations
Angle! We Love You.
MOM, DAD,
MATT, AMD TIM
MaryAnn Andriole-Wendel, D.O.
We Love You And
Are So Very Proud
Of You.
MOM AND DAD
warn
Best Wishes And Congratulations
To The
Class Of 1988
DR. MICHAEL F. AVALLOnE
ASSOCIATES
i
Tlie Office of the D
and
The Offices of the Assistant Deans For
Basic and Clinical Sciences
Congratulate you upon your graduation from Philadelphia CoUege of Osteopathic Medi-
cine. This achievement has involved your wiliingness to travel a long and difficult road for
the past four years. We are proud of your intelligence, yOm^tqiacity and above all your
commitment to the osteopatliijr profession. 1 fj^' ^ ^^*''%^
You have entered a demanding professionaljcommuntty, ^at ^ill cmj you great
opportunities to coneribuie ip service, research and~edue»upn. We afc confluent in our
hopes for your futjir<f - iK^ture fuU of work and reward - and proud of the s%ngth of
character that you hav^fcmonstrated and will continue to demonstrate. ^ \
Joseph A. Dieterlt:JP).<>.
Dean ; -;!.,
Robyn R. WeyanilXA.
Asst. to the Dean - '.
'^^'^-\
'.
- > ^
r\^
Ruth D. Wian
Coordinator
Nancy Fisher
Executive Secretary
Rosanne M. Cocca
Receptionist
Robert lierger, D.O.
Asst. Dean for
Clinical Education
Faythe D. Glenfl
Coordinator
jean M. Doud
Clerk Typist
Catherine E. Mancini
Clerk Typist -
Tige N. Kvist, Ph]D.
Assj. Dean for
Basic Sciences
Cheryi Guido
Secretary
"You need plenty of rest. You'd
better stay in the gutter for a few days."
HERMAM COFYRIQMT 1983
UniVERSAL PRESS SYnDICATE.
Reprinted with permission. All
rights reserved.
'Let me know immediately if you start
feeling the urge to move sideways." ivn
Testing whether laughter IS the best medicine
HERMAn COPYRIQHT 1984 UhlVERSAL PRESS
SYhDICATE. Reprinted with permission. All rights
reserved.
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